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ABSTRACT 

Between 1861-1865 the United States experienced immense social, political, 

and economic upheaval. The divided U.S. populace, unfamiliar with violent and 

turbulent aspects inherent of a civil war, used Mexico and, specifically, the term 

“Mexicanization” to describe their internal discord. Although the term was heavily 

politicized, “Mexicanization” carried racialized overtones—overtones that negatively 

and incorrectly portrayed Mexicans to the U.S. populace.  

“The ‘Mexicanization’ of the United States: Mexico in U.S. Public Discourse, 

1862-1880” examines U.S. perceptions of Mexico in the latter half of the nineteenth 

century, specifically arguing that the use of the racial pejorative “Mexicanization” 

exacerbated the American populace’s negative view of Mexicans. Moreover, the use 

of the term illustrates the United States’ continued denigration of Mexicans in the 

years following the U.S. Civil War until the early twentieth century—an era in which 

the idea of Mexico is largely absent from the U.S. national narrative. Indeed, U.S. 

Border States and/or border territories had significant Mexican populations, and U.S. 

businesses invested heavily in Mexican industry. Yet the idea of Mexico, and its 

influence within the United States, is largely overlooked in lieu of U.S. internal 

matters, such as industrialization, Eastern European immigration, and the Progressive 

Era. Thus, “The ‘Mexicanization’ of the United States” analyzes “Mexicanization” 

rhetoric throughout the U.S. in latter half of the nineteenth century. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

So in democracies public opinion has a strange power…It uses no persuasion to 
forward its beliefs, but by some mighty pressure of the mind of all upon the 
intelligence of each it imposes its ideas and makes them penetrate men’s very souls. 
The majority in the United States takes over the business of supplying the individual 
with a quantity of ready-made opinions and so relieves him of the necessity of 
forming his own. So there are many theories of philosophy, morality, and politics 
which everyone adopts unexamined on the faith of public opinion.1 

- Alexis de Tocqueville 

In his seminal work Democracy in America, Alexis de Tocqueville described 

his perceptions of the United States in 1831. Elaborating on numerous aspects of 

nineteenth-century American life, including the government, the multiple political 

parties one could belong to, and the numerous religious groups present, de Tocqueville 

consistently returned to the idea of American public opinion.2 Public opinion, whether 

positive or negative, influenced the way the U.S. citizenry understood the United 

States and what it meant to be an American. In addition, public opinion affected the 

way individuals interpreted the world at large—what was inherently American 

contrasted with the political and social practices of foreign countries. Indeed, when 

Americans conceptualized an American identity, this identity was in opposition to 

familiar cultures, such as the British and the American Indian.3 Yet the British and the 

1 Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America, trans. Gerald E. Bevin (London: Penguin,
2003), 503.  

2 It is understood that the people of the United States do not hold a monopoly on the term
“American.” All people within North America and South America are considered American due to their 
countries being located in the Americas. Yet the term “American” will be used throughout this study to 
signify the United States citizenry.  

3 It is not my intention to enter into a debate about the spatial aspects of Native American and
Anglo American settlements. The ideas of statehood and space on a broad scale are beyond the scope of 
this work. For more information on the United States and its spatial relation to Native Americans see 
Fredrick Hoxie’s This Indian Country: American Indian Political Activists and the Place They Made 
(New York: Penguin, 2012). In regards to Americans identifying themselves in opposition to both the 
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American Indians were not the only cultures in which the American public compared 

and contrasted themselves. With the United States expanding westward throughout the 

beginning of the 19th century, Anglo-American settlers came into contact with a young 

country and a diverse culture: Mexico.4  

It would be erroneous to assume American settlers did not make contact with 

Mexico and its citizens prior to 1821, Stephen F. Austin’s colonizing project in 

conjunction with the newly independent state marked the first time Anglo-Americans 

and Mexicans would be in constant contact with one another.5 The relationship would 

be tenuous at best and violent at worst. Within fifteen years of the first Anglo 

settlements, Texan settlers rebelled against the centralist government of Santa Anna. 

Formed in 1836, the Republic of Texas—never recognized by the Mexican 

government as a sovereign state—struggled for nine years until annexation to the 

United States in 1845. United States annexation of Texas was, according to Mexico, 

tantamount to an act of war.  The Mexican-American War from 1846-1848 ensued, 

introducing Mexico and the Mexican people to the American public on a national 

scale.6 The results of the war devastated the young Mexican republic. Conversely, the 

United States gained Mexico’s northern territories—constituting in part or all of 

present day Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, and Utah. 

British and the Native see Carolyn Eastman’s A Nation of Speechifiers: Making an American Public 
after the Revolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010). 

4 Throughout this study, “Anglo-American” will be used as a way of distinguishing white
Americans—regardless of ethnic descent—from Mexicans or Mexican-Americans.  

5 Moses Austin, father of Stephen F. Austin, bequeathed his legal right to settle in Texas
territory after his death on June 10, 1821.  

6 The United States war with Mexico has multiple names. “The U.S.-Mexico War,” “The
Mexican War,” and “The Mexican-American War” are all used. For consistency, the United States war 
with Mexico will be referred to as “The Mexican-American War” throughout the study. 
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Additionally, the United States populace acquired a new antithetical exemplar to 

which they could contrast themselves. After all, the innately backward, morally 

bankrupt, and racially deficient Mexican—a popular notion among American 

politicians and citizenry alike—greatly contrasted the morally sound, progressive, and 

racially superior Anglo.  

The trope of the backward, uncivilized Mexican, while apparent in the early 

nineteenth century, gained national prominence during the United States’ Civil War. 

The American populace, unfamiliar with the immense political and social upheaval 

indicative of a civil war, used Mexico and, specifically, the term “Mexicanization” to 

describe their internal strife. The consequences of using “Mexicanization”—or, 

alternatively, “Mexicanizing”—as a descriptor are twofold. First and foremost, the 

constant evocation of “Mexicanization” exacerbated the already negative view the 

American populace had of Mexicans. The term, while used primarily as a pejorative to 

demean the politics of both Republican and Democratic factions, carried racial 

overtones—overtones steeped in historical Anglo racism. Some historians have 

disregarded the racial aspects of “Mexicanization” and, in doing so, have downplayed 

the immense effect of Anglo-American racism on the history of the United States.  

Second, the national use of the term throughout the latter half of the nineteenth 

century highlights the continual denigration of Mexicans by both the American 

populace and politicians alike. While Mexicans were in contact with Anglos in the 

American Southwest, the notion of Mexico in the national narrative of the United 

States is traditionally absent until the Mexican Revolution of 1910. This lacuna is, to 

an extent, understandable. While Mexico showed signs of political stabilization under 
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Benito Juarez and later Porfirio Diaz, the United States concerned itself with myriad 

internal affairs, including westward expansion, the Civil War, the many phases of 

Reconstruction, heated political factionalism, and industrialization. Yet to ignore the 

idea of Mexico in American public and political discourse during the latter half of the 

nineteenth century is erroneous. The use of “Mexicanization” and/or “Mexicanizing” 

consistently brought the idea of Mexico—and all of the negative characteristics of it—

to the fore of the collective American mind.  

 In order to better understand the repercussions of “Mexicanization,” three areas 

should be taken into account. First, the theoretical framework of “Mexicanization” 

will be addressed, specifically in regards to the public sphere and the representation of 

the Other. Second, a brief introduction to the literature regarding the Mexican-

American war will be given. While much of the literature concerning the Mexican-

American War highlights the immediate affects of the war on the United States 

geographically, militarily, politically, and socially, relatively little takes into account 

the Mexican side of the conflict and the idea of Mexico after the war. Third, an 

examination of the ways in which “Mexicanization” has been explored thus far will be 

elaborated upon. Until recently, “Mexicanization” has been used as a means of 

describing demographic shifts or in the formation of a Mexican national identity. The 

study of “Mexicanization” as a politically pejorative term is rather new and the oddly 

bypassed racial aspects of it deserve closer evaluation.  

Theoretical Framework 

 When analyzing public opinion, the notion of the public sphere is often 

invoked. Numerous social scientists, philosophers, and historians have written on and 
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debated the theoretical aspects of the public sphere, including Jürgen Habermas and 

Hannah Arendt.7 While certainly applicable to the idea of Mexico in American public 

opinion, the larger metaphysical debate on the public sphere is not elaborated upon in 

this study. Multiple historical works, however, have discussed the creation and 

evolution of the American public sphere. For example, Carolyn Eastman’s A Nation of 

Speechifiers: Making an American Public after the Revolution evaluates the creation 

and establishment of an American public after the American Revolutionary War. 

While exploring how Americans “learned to conceive of themselves as members of a 

public and eventually identify as national citizens,” Eastman argues that the relatively 

disparate population learned to think of themselves as a collective by producing and 

consuming writings and oratory.8 A Nation of Speechifiers ends in 1829, only eight 

years after the Mexican Wars of Independence and 6 years before the Texas 

Revolution. Thus, the current project builds off of A Nation of Speechifiers, assuming 

the American public sphere posited by Eastman, specifically in regards to the public 

sphere’s continually restrictive nature.  

Furthermore, A Nation of Speechifiers outlines the manner in which Americans 

imagined the public, which during the early years of the nation, “required strong 

contrasts to other publics—and rejection of them.” 9 The notion of a public based on 

the rejection of other publics is historically rooted in the narrative of the United States. 

Prior to the American independence, the British Empire, including the colonies, 

7 Hannah Arendt and Margaret Canovan, The Human Condition, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1998); Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An 
Inquiry into a Category of Bourgeois Society (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989).  

8 Eastman, A Nation of Speechifiers, 4.
9 Ibid., 9.
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identified themselves in opposition to France. Being British meant not being French. 

This paradigm remained after the American Revolution. Being American meant not 

being British or Native American. In this way, the use of “Mexicanization”—

beginning in the early stages of the American Civil War—implied a sense of that 

which was un-American. Being American, therefore, meant not being Mexican.  

 The other main theoretical framework that should be applied to 

“Mexicanization” is that of Othering—a notion advanced by the late philologist 

Edward W. Said. Said’s Orientalism has been and continues to be a highly influential 

work in regards to Western perceptions of “Eastern” history, politics, and culture.10 

Although Orientalism explicitly addresses the Western European concept of the 

“Orient,” the implications of Orientalism apply to the relationship between the United 

States and Mexico. For example, Said states, “the relationship between Occident and 

Orient is a relationship of power, of domination, [and] of varying degrees of a 

complex hegemony.”11 Merely inserting “Occident” with the United States and 

“Orient” with Mexico accurately portrays the relationship between the two countries 

beginning in the 1820s. This relationship is not in terms of western and eastern 

cultural difference; both the United States and Mexico are westernized nations. Yet 

Said’s notions of power—or, more appropriately, the imbalance of power—and 

hegemony apply to the relationship between the United States and Mexico. Indeed, 

with the immigration of Anglo-American settlers into the newly formed Mexican 

nation, a steady stream of United States cultural, political, and economic hegemony 

                                                
 10 Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1979).  
 11 Ibid., 5.  
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poured into Mexico. Thus, early Anglo-American immigrants planted the seeds of 

U.S. power and domination of Mexico.  

In addition to the ideas of power and hegemony, Said’s notion of the Occident 

creating both the Orient and the Oriental’s world is applicable to the United States and 

Mexico. “Knowledge of the Orient, because generated out of strength in a sense 

creates the Orient, the Oriental, and his world.”12 Again, by replacing “Orient” with 

Mexico, the hegemonic relationship of the United States over Mexico is further 

illuminated. This is especially the case after the Mexican-American War. The 

perception of Mexico—and, therefore, Mexicans—as inherently backward and weak 

proved “true” to Americans after the war. Mexicans were unfit to rule the territory 

won during the Wars of Independence, as seen by the crushing defeat handed to them 

by the United States. Moreover, Mexico deteriorated socially and politically after the 

Mexican-American war, further demonstrating the superiority of the United States and 

the inferiority of Mexico. These perceptions, however, failed to take into account 

numerous factors. First and foremost, the colonial legacy left to Mexico by the 

Spanish was not conducive to strong nation building—an area that will be addressed in 

the next chapter. Second, the United States failed to consider that their victory 

exacerbated the already contentious political scene in Mexico. Thus, the United 

States—in the use of “Mexicanization”—critiqued the very problems it created in 

Mexico.  

Both Carolyn Eastman’s A Nation of Speechifiers and Edward Said’s 

Orientalism greatly influenced the following study. The notions of an American public 

12 Ibid., 40.
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sphere, firmly established by 1829, and the process of Othering are significant in 

understanding the use of “Mexicanization” and its affects on American public opinion. 

To further understand how the Mexican-American War influenced the American 

public sphere—and, by definition, American public opinion of Mexico—and furthered 

the process of Othering, a brief review of the literature regarding the Mexican-

American War is needed.  

Brief Historiography: The Mexican-American War 

Much of the literature regarding the Mexican-American War argues that the 

war is relatively untouched by scholars—mainly due to its temporal proximity to the 

American Civil War. Thus, the American Civil War casts a long shadow on the 

Mexican-American War and is largely overlooked in the narrative of the United State. 

Yet beginning in the 1960s, scholars began to look at the Mexican-American War and 

its impact on the narrative of the United States.13 One of the first scholars to do so was 

Otis A. Singletary. 

In his work The Mexican War, Singletary argues that the Mexican-American 

war was important because of the number of firsts associated with it: “It [the war] was 

not only our first successful offensive war and our first occupation of an enemy 

capital, it was also the first of our wars in which a significant number of West Pointers 

played an important role.”14 Singletary continues in this vein, highlighting the 

numerous ways the war was an overwhelming military success, as well as the 

importance of the war for future U.S. Civil War generals. In this way, Singletary 

13 The most important work prior to this period, and the one used by Singletary, was Justin H.
Smith’s The War with Mexico, 2 vols (New York: Macmillan, 1919). Relatively consistent analysis, 
however, became more common during and following the 1960s.  

14 Otis A. Singletary, The Mexican War (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962), 3.
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adheres to classic military history, focusing on the battles, generals, and technological 

aspects of the Mexican-American War, bypassing the affects of the war on Mexico 

and focusing solely on the United States. This, however, is unsurprising as military 

history during the 1950s and 1960s focused on the political actors and the 

ramifications of war, usually neglecting the consequences of war on society. The 

politicized and ethnocentric history of the 1950s and 1960s, however, would give way 

in the 1970s with the advent of New Social History.15  

  The influence of New Social History on the field of military history was 

substantial, as military historians began to evaluate the effects of war on society as a 

whole. According to William P. Tatum III, New Social History provided military 

historians “with powerful new analytical tools with which to examine the social 

history of armies and the impact of war on societies.”16 Thus, historians of the 

Mexican-American War began to analyze the significance of the war on society, 

especially in the United States.  

 While many studies on the Mexican-American War exemplify this shift from 

military history to new military history that emphasizes societal effects, Walter Robert 

Johannsen’s To the Halls of the Montezumas: The Mexican War in the American 

Imagination illustrates this change best.17 Instead of focusing solely on the military 

                                                
 15 Considering the cultural history that this study undertakes, the broader historiographical 
trends of military history, new social history, and, consequently, new military history are beyond the 
scope of this work. Information regarding these larger historiographical trends can be found in William 
P. Tatum III’s article "Challenging the New Military History: The Case of Eighteenth-Century British 
Army Studies," History Compass 4 (2006), http://www.academia.edu. While the article argues 
specifically for subfields in military history, including the History of War and the History of the Army, 
Tatum III’s synthesis of larger historiographical trends is well done.  
 16 Tatum III, “Challenging the New Military History,” 2. 
 17 Robert Walter Johannsen, To the Halls of the Montezumas: The Mexican War in the 
American Imagination (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985). 
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aspects of the war, Johannsen examines the affects of the war on the American public. 

Although this appears to address the ideas of “Mexicanization,” To the Halls of the 

Montezumas addresses the positive aspects of the war for the United States. For 

example, Johannsen states, “the Mexican War was a window through which 

Americans were able to view another land, another people, and thus overcome a 

limiting parochialism.”18 The war also afforded the American people a chance to 

revisit and celebrate the American Revolution. The Mexican-American War, then, 

served as a vehicle for unifying for the American populace, especially in regards to a 

new American empire. From the Halls of the Montezumas also analyzes the affect of 

the war on American soldiers—a popular area of research among new military 

historians that gained momentum throughout the late the 1990s and into the 2000s. 

Johannsen’s work, therefore, highlights the affects of the war on the American public 

and posits a relatively favorable view of the war in uniting, however briefy, the 

victorious United States.  

With the advent of New Military History, Otis Singletary’s The Mexican War 

was considered outdated. Consequently, historian John S.D. Eisenhower’s So Far 

From God: The U.S. War with Mexico, 1846 – 1848 provided a fresh synthesis of the 

conflict between Mexico and the Untied States.19 Unlike Singletary, who considers the 

war a military triumph for the United States, Eisenhower evaluates the Mexican 

American War in terms of U.S. injustice. While many works about the war appealed to 

scholars, Eisenhower’s So Far From God brought the Mexican American War to the 

18 Ibid., 12.
19 John S. D Eisenhower, So Far from God: The U.S. War with Mexico, 1846-1848 (New

York: Random House, 1989). It is worth noting that John S.D. Eisenhower was the son of Dwight D. 
Eisenhower, former General of the army and President of the United States. 
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fore of American history. No longer, according to Eisenhower, should the Mexican 

War be left out of the American public mind. Indeed, Eisenhower states “the omission 

of such events as the Mexican War from the American consciousness does history 

injustice… [and] the period between 1844 and 1848 was a significant time, not 

something to be relegated to the attic of memory.”20 Thus, Eisenhower argues that the 

Mexican American War is an important moment in United States history and, 

furthermore, helps to understand the historically tenuous relationship between the 

United States and Mexico.  

 Continuing the historiographical trend of new military history, Richard Bruce 

Winders’s Mr. Polk’s Army: The American Military Experience in the Mexican War 

examines “the daily life of soldiers at war” and posits that, in addition to the 

commonplace complaints of American soldiers, many soldiers “were concerned with 

serious political issues of the day.”21 Concentrating on the everyday life of the soldier, 

Winders elaborates on the regular army, the volunteer army, the accouterments 

provided to each—including weapons and uniforms—and the conditions in which the 

armies lived. Mr. Polk’s Army, then, firmly establishes itself in the trend of new 

military history, eschewing an overtly political evaluation in favor of a “bottom-up” 

history—all told from an American perspective.  

 As new military history continued to be the primary vehicle for describing the 

Mexican-American war in the early 2000s, many authors sought to nuance the history 

of the Mexican-American War.  In his work A Short, Offhand, Killing Affair: Soldiers 

                                                
20 Ibid., xviii.  

 21 Richard Bruce Winders, Mr. Polk's Army: The American Military Experience in the 
Mexican War (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 1997), xii.  
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and Social Conflict during the Mexican-American War, Paul Foos analyzes sources 

from the Mexican-American War that concern less “romantic, heroic rhetoric.”22 

Evaluating accounts of desertion, Anglo relations with Mexican soldiers, the rights of 

soldiers, and the multi-faceted notion of Manifest Destiny, Foos re-tells the history of 

the Mexican-American War. For Foos, the narrative of the Mexican-American War 

too easily falls into two categories: those who continue to put forth the expansionist 

ideas of Manifest Destiny and those who stress the importance of elites—implying 

that non-elites and popular opinion were at the mercy of expansionist propaganda. A 

Short, Offhand, Killing Affair argues against these notions. Nonelites and regular 

soldiers cared deeply about the conflict and its implications.  

Further complicating the history of the Mexican-American War, Brian 

DeLay’s War of a Thousand Deserts: Indian Raids and the U.S.-Mexican War argues 

“that the bloody interethnic violence that preceded and continued throughout the U.S.-

Mexican War influenced the course and outcome of that war and, by extension, helped 

precipitate its manifold long-term consequences for all the continent’s peoples.”23 In 

this way, DeLay complicates the narrative of the Mexican-American War even 

further: the outcome of the war was not contingent on Mexicans and Americans only, 

but on American Indians living in northern Mexico as well. Furthermore, DeLay 

evaluates the ways in which the Mexican and the American governments were alike, 

especially in regard to how to deal with the Indian “problem.” For DeLay, the story of 

22 Paul Foos, A Short, Offhand, Killing Affair: Soldiers and Social Conflict during the
Mexican-American War (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2002), 4.

23 Brian DeLay, War of a Thousand Deserts: Indian Raids and the U.S.-Mexican War (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), xv. 
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the Mexican-American War is incomplete without the inclusion of American Indians 

and the Indian wars concurrent with the international conflict.  

 Returning to the traditional narrative of the Mexican-American War as a two 

sided affair, Amy S. Greenburg’s A Wicked War: Polk, Clay, Lincoln, and the 1846 

U.S. Invasion of Mexico highlights the effect of the war on the politicians of the time 

and how the war later affected their political stance, especially Lincoln’s. 

Additionally, Greenburg argues “that the war was actively contested from its 

beginning and that vibrant and widespread antiwar activism ultimately defused the 

movement to annex all of Mexico to the United States at the close of the war.”24 In 

many ways, Greenberg continues in the footsteps of Foos, but elaborates on the peace 

war movement as a whole, not just among soldiers who interacted with Mexicans 

throughout the war. This further complicates the history of the war, as previous 

authors, according to Greenburg, “agree that antiwar criticism was limited because 

even opponents of the war in some way ‘accepted’ its inevitability.”25 While she 

differs from numerous authors, especially in regards to the peace movement, 

Greenburg nevertheless adheres to the war in terms of the United States. Some 

authors, discontented with the purely American perspective of the war, have evaluated 

the war from the perspective of Mexico. One such author is Timothy J. Henderson.  

 In his work, A Glorious Defeat: Mexico and its War with the United States, 

Henderson seeks to understand Mexico’s weakness prior to the war—weakness that 

the United States exploited—and argues that “Mexico’s weakness with respect to the 

                                                
 24 Amy S. Greenberg, A Wicked War: Polk, Clay, Lincoln, and the 1846 U.S. Invasion of 
Mexico (New York: Vintage Books, 2013), xvii. 
 25 Ibid., xvii.  
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United States…was no one’s fault but was rather the result of a long and complex 

history.”26 Henderson, unlike many authors of the Mexican-American War, presents 

the war from the Mexican perspective, highlighting the post-colonial hardships of 

Mexico. Moreover, where many historians begin the history of the Mexican-American 

War following the annexation of Texas in 1845, Henderson presents the events in 

Texas from a Mexican perspective, starting with Texas colonization in 1821 and 1822. 

Henderson, therefore, understands the events of the Mexican-American War not as a 

conflict which starts in 1846-1848, but as a progressively hostile exchange beginning 

shortly after the Mexican Wars of Independence. In this way, Henderson aims to 

provide a more balanced understanding of the Mexican-American War.  

Other historians have understood the Mexican-American War as a continuance 

of United States disregard for Mexican sovereignty. In his work Troublesome Border 

Oscar Martinez evaluates the border between the United States and Mexico, tracing 

the issues that precipitated the delineation of the United States and Mexico. 

Specifically, Chapter 2, “Marked Frontier,” describes American filibusters or 

“explorers” in Mexico. These filibusters—some endorsed by the U.S. government—

illegally ventured into Spanish Mexico and Mexican territory. Filibusters did this for 

myriad reasons. Some sought personal gain, while others were sent on reconnaissance 

missions. Regardless of purpose, the filibusters themselves signified early iterations of 

U.S. expansionist ideals, as well as American superiority. Thus, for Martinez, the 

26 Timothy J. Henderson, A Glorious Defeat: Mexico and Its War with the United States (New
York: Hill and Wang, 2008), xviii. 
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Mexican-American War was a result of the consistent disregard of Mexican national 

sovereignty.  

While the literature discussed above in no way represents the entirety of the 

scholarship on the Mexican-American War, it does illuminate the many ways in which 

the war has been understood. Starting with an overtly positive understanding of the 

war as the first American triumph over a foreign adversary, the literature has become 

more nuanced and balanced, abstaining from an over-simplistic narrative.  

Nevertheless, the majority of the literature ends the story of the Mexican-

American War in 1848, disregarding the affects of the war on the American public 

sphere, especially regarding American public opinion of Mexico. Johannsen’s work 

does address the American perception of the war, yet only in favorable terms. 

Moreover, while some works evaluate the ramifications of the war, it is only in regard 

to the major players. The war deeply impacted Ulysses S. Grant, Robert E. Lee, James 

K. Polk, and Abraham Lincoln, which, undoubtedly, affected the United States in the 

latter half of the nineteenth-century. This, however, does little to answer the question 

of “Mexicanization.” The use of the term in the 1860s and its proliferation in the 

decades following implies that the Mexican-American War negatively influenced the 

American public, namely in its perception of Mexico. Moreover, the ramifications on 

the war on Mexico only exacerbated the political instability of the country. While 

some of the literature addresses this aspect of the Mexican-American War, the 

question of how Americans perceived this instability is left largely unanswered.  

“Mexicanization”: Terminology and Historical Use 
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If the literature regarding the Mexican-American War is considered sparse by 

most historians, the scholarship with respect to “Mexicanization” is almost 

nonexistent. Two scholars in particular, namely Miguel Levario and Jose Angel 

Hernandez, have used the term “Mexicanization” to explain either demographic shifts 

or acculturation. In both cases the term is not intended to be pejorative but used to 

show a process. Only Gregory P. Downs has evaluated the term in its nineteenth-

century context. 

In his work Militarizing the Border: When Mexicans Became the Enemy, 

Miguel Levario examines the militarization of the border from 1898-1933. 

Specifically, he argues that “militarization [of the border] and its process yielded the 

emergence of the Mexican ‘enemy other,’ reinforced divisions between Anglos and 

Mexicans, and more specifically, the enforcement of a separate and subordinate place 

of the Mexican.”27 Among the many aspects of militarization that affected Anglo and 

Mexican relations, Levario states that dramatic racial demographic shifts between 

1893-1933—from a predominantly Anglo society to that of a Mexican one—greatly 

exacerbated the historically established tension between the two racial groups. 

“Mexicanization,” then, is the terminology used to describe this rapid demographic 

shift.  

In addition to Levario, Jose Angel Hernandez uses the term “Mexicanization” 

to describe a process. In his work Mexican American Colonization during the 

Nineteenth Century: A History of the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands, Hernandez 

historicizes the “relationship between Mexico (the state) and the diaspora (the 

27 Miguel Antonio Levario, Militarizing the Border: When Mexicans Became the
Enemy (College Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2012), 5. 
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migrants) by empirically examining the process and practice of repatriating and 

colonizing Mexicans and Mexican Americans from the United States between 1831-

1892.”28 Focusing on the “lost” population of Mexican Citizens after the Mexican-

American War, Hernandez evaluates the means of the Mexican state in bringing both 

repatriated Mexicans and indigenous groups into the mainstream of Mexican culture. 

Yet prior to the Mexican-American War, Mexican colonization practices and 

immigration policies included “Mexicanizing” or acculturating those outside the 

purview of the state. While the meaning of “Mexicanization” differs for Levario and 

Hernandez, both use the term to describe a process.  

Gregory P. Downs distinguishes himself from both Levario and Hernandez. In 

his article, “The “Mexicanization” of American Politics: The United States’ 

Transnational Path from Civil War to Stabilization,” Downs argues that “by reading 

the period [the 1870s] through the lens of “Mexicanization,” historians can 

denaturalize the United States’ process of stabilization and consider new ways of 

thinking about state fragility, stability, and the practice of transnational history.”29 

Downs claims that post-war reconstruction discourse understood the term 

“Mexicanization” as the characteristic of continual civil wars. “Mexicanization,” then, 

was used primarily as a political trope and warning against the ever-increasing 

political factionalism during the post-Civil War era. In other words, the consistent 

28 Jose Angel Hernandez, Mexican American Colonization during the Nineteenth Century: A
History of the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 19. 

29 Gregory P. Downs, "The Mexicanization of American Politics: The United States'
Transnational Path from Civil War to Stabalization," American Historical Review 117, no. 2 
(2012): 388. 
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political brinkmanship associated with the reconstruction era embodied what it meant 

to be “Mexicanized.”  

While this understanding of Mexico and, therefore, “Mexicanization” as “both 

an analogue and a warning” is undeniable throughout the latter half of the nineteenth-

century, Downs analysis is lacking in two ways.30First, Downs’s assertion that the 

1860s was a “provocative, if ephemeral…portrayal of a hemispheric age of republican 

crisis, in which the Americas [both North and South America] stood together as the 

final defenders of republics against an increasingly conservative, monarchical Europe” 

too easily dismisses the historical tensions between the United States and Mexico.31 

The American public understood Mexico and Mexicans in an increasingly negative 

light, not only throughout the newly acquired southwestern United States, in which 

Anglos and Mexicans were in constant contact, but nationally as well. Newspaper 

articles, political cartoons, and congressional minutes attest to this historically rooted 

Anglo-American racism of Mexicans, thus contrasting Down’s notion of hemispheric 

solidarity. 

Second, Downs’s claims that “by the end of the century, the Spanish-American 

War, fears of immigration, and hardening biological racism prompted widespread, 

now familiar racist visions of ‘the sluggish, indolent Mexican type,’” downplays the 

inherently racialized rhetoric of “Mexicanization.”32 During the supposed years of 

republican solidarity between the United States and Mexico in the 1860s, negative 

perceptions of Mexico were commonplace. American and international presses 

30 Ibid., 393.
31 Ibid., 392.
32 Ibid., 407.
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continually degraded Mexicans by depicting them as feral pigs or rats. Foreign nations 

used notions of inherent Mexican ineptness as an excuse to invade and occupy 

Mexico. For Anglo-Americans and Europeans Mexicans were a backward people, 

undeserving of the independence they won in the Mexican Wars of Independence.  

The following study will show how the use of “Mexicanization” as an 

antithetical descriptor exacerbated the already negative view the American populace 

had of Mexico. Furthermore, the use of “Mexicanization” highlights the continual 

denigration of Mexicans by both the American populace and politicians alike 

throughout the nineteenth-century. In order to understand the consequences of 

“Mexicanization” the historical contexts of both Mexico and the United States are 

needed. Chapter One will provide this information and evaluate the divergent yet 

intertwined histories of the two countries beginning with the Texas Revolution. The 

Mexican-American War, the Mexico War of the Reform, and American westward 

expansion will be discussed in order to provide a historical context in which 

“Mexicanization” came to the fore of the American public.  The second chapter, “Not 

a Complimentary Word: Early Iterations of ‘Mexicanization’ in U.S. public discourse, 

1861-1869,” examines the first instances of “Mexicanization” in the American press. 

The meaning of “Mexicanization” will be discussed and the amorphous nature of the 

term highlighted. Chapter Three will analyze “Mexicanization” from 1870-1880. 

While Gregory Downs’s article adequately describes some of the political aspects of 

the term, “Mexicanization” implied more than just an analog or warning of continuing 

civil wars. Furthermore, the racial implications of “Mexicanization” will be discussed 
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as the term became commonplace from 1870-1880. Finally, the conclusion will 

address the implications of “Mexicanization” and discuss avenues of further research. 

Ultimately, this study describes the intertwined histories of the United States 

and Mexico, arguing that the United States populace understood Mexico as its inferior 

“other.” In doing so, American notions of superiority precipitated in unjust and costly 

conflicts with Mexico, namely in the Texas Revolution and the Mexican American 

War. In each instance, ideas of United States cultural primacy resulted in the loss of 

human life, prolonged economic turmoil for Mexico, and a profound distrust between 

it and the United States. The legacies of both conflicts resonated throughout the 

nineteenth century, resulting in the United States populace’s negative understanding of 

Mexico. Mexico’s perceived cultural, societal, economic, and political deficiency 

contradicted that of America. Thus, Mexico was the manifestation of that which was 

not American; to be American meant not being a Mexican and vice versa. 

““Mexicanization””, then, manifested itself during the Civil War, a time when 

Americans underwent an identity crisis. After all, the once superior and ever-powerful 

American nation fractured along economic, cultural, social, and political lines. Both 

the North and the South understood their cause as just and their opponents’ as 

treasonous. Thus, “Mexicanization” and “Mexicanizing” described the “other”—that 

which was inherently un-American.  

While the majority of this study focuses on the years 1861 – 1880—the years 

in which the use of “Mexicanization” or “Mexicanizing” was most common—the 

decades leading up to the American Civil War provided the basis for 

“Mexicanization.” “Mexicanization” and “Mexicanizing” are, therefore, predicated 
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upon by American filibustering in the early 1800s, the Texas Revolution, and the 

Mexican-American War, all of which could be attributed to Anglo-American racism. 

Thus, the implications of “Mexicanization” necessitate a brief retelling of the history 

between Mexico and the United States.  
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CHAPTER II 

 SETTING THE STAGE

“Was it probable, was it possible, that such a plan as Miranda’s, of a free government, 
and a confederation of free governments [in Latin America], should be introduced and 
established among such a people, over that vast continent or any part of it? [It]…had 
always appeared to me as absurd as similar plans would be to establish democracies 
among the birds, beasts, and fishes.”1

- John Adams 

In a letter to James Lloyd on March 27, 1815, John Adams expressed his 

disbelief regarding the revolutionary uprisings throughout Latin America. For Adams, 

the thought of colonial Spanish subjects controlling their own country was absurd, as 

the people of Latin America were no more intelligent than animals. Latin Americans 

were “the most ignorant, the most bigoted, [and] the most superstitious of all the 

Roman Catholics in Christendom…[and] nothing could be expected or hoped for any 

of them, but a fearful looking for of eternal and unquenchable flames of fire and 

brimstone.”2 While the aforementioned quotes referenced South America revolutions 

in general and Francisco de Madero’s insurrection in Venezuela in particular, they 

nevertheless captured Adams’s sentiment toward the subjects of colonial Spanish 

America. It is, therefore, reasonable that Adams’s understanding of Latin Americans 

extended to Mexico as well. Arguing that the entire populace of the United States 

envisioned Latin Americans and, specifically, Mexicans like Adams is unreasonable. 

Yet the fact that Adams—a Harvard graduate, a lawyer, and the second president of 

the United States—perceived Latin Americans in this negative manner provides 

1 John Adams to James Lloyd, March 27, 1815 in Charles Francis Adams’ The Works of John
Adams, Second President of the United States (Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1856), vol. 
10:145, Google Play Edition.  

2 Ibid., 144. 
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insight into U.S. notions of both what it meant to be an American and how foreigners, 

especially Latin Americans, were to be understood. 

For example, Adam’s dehumanizing tone toward Latin Americans illustrates 

an intrinsic racist ideology throughout the United States at the turn of the nineteenth 

century. For Adams, only those with a suitable mental capacity could comprehend and 

practice the ideas of democracy and freedom. Latin Americans were no such people. 

Legitimately surprised by the uprisings in South America and Mexico, Adams’s 

comparison of Latin Americans with “birds, beasts, and fishes” dehumanized the 

entire populace of South America, as well as those living in Spanish Mexico. While 

audacious to insinuate that the entirety of the U.S. populace subscribed to these 

notions, many Anglo-Americans adhered to and practiced these racist ideas, including 

the practice of slavery and the continual expulsion of Indians. This racist ideology, 

whether overtly practiced or internalized, greatly affected U.S. politics, society, and 

culture.  

This paradigmatic racism manifested itself in the early years of the United 

States.  For example, while serving as president of the United States from 1796-1800, 

Adams codified Anglo-American racism by signing the Alien and Sedition Acts. 

Numerous reasons prompted Adams to sign the acts. First and foremost, Adams’s 

main rival in the presidential election of 1800 was Thomas Jefferson, whose political 

constituency consisted mainly of Irish Catholic immigrants. Thus, the acts in theory 

would greatly restrict Jefferson’s chances of winning. Second, as the events of the 

French Revolution played out on the international stage, U.S. fears of internal political 

instability precipitated in the signing of the Alien and Sedition Acts. Consequently, the 
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acts restricted Irish and French immigration, greatly regulated anti-government 

speech, and allowed the president to deport all those deemed “dangerous to the peace 

and safety of the United States.”3   

Although they were highly politicized, the acts nevertheless illustrate early 

notions of U.S. anti-immigrant sentiment and cultural superiority. Moreover, the 

ability of the Adams to deport and disparage those he deemed un-American 

exemplifies early Anglo-American paradigmatic racism. Immigrants could be 

deported for religious preference or ethnic heritage and be denied basic American 

liberties, such as freedom of speech. 4 Due to their controversial nature, the laws did 

not last as the Democratic-Republican Thomas Jefferson repealed the Alien and 

Sedition acts four years later in 1802. Regardless of their short life span, the acts 

nonetheless illustrate early examples of Anglo-American racism—a paradigmatic 

racism that would persist throughout the nineteenth century.  

This chapter examines the recurring Anglo-American racism throughout the 

United States. Specifically, the chapter argues that the United States, both in practice 

and its discourse, consistently regarded Mexicans and Mexican sovereignty as inferior. 

The significance of this is twofold. First, U.S. paradigmatic racism toward Mexico 

                                                
3 The Alien Act, July 6, 1798; Fifth Congress; Enrolled Acts and Resolutions; General 

Records of the United States Government; Record Group 11; National Archives. 
4 It is important to note that Irish immigrants were not considered ethnically “white” at this 

time. According to the predominantly Anglo-Saxon U.S. populace, Irish deficiencies were due to the 
their  practice of Catholicism and ethnic heritage. For more information on Irish immigrants and race in 
the United States see Matthew Frye Jacobson, Whiteness of a Different Color: European Immigrants 
and the Alchemy of Race (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998) and Barbara Miller 
Solomon, Ancestors and Immigrants: A Changing New England Tradition, Northeastern University 
Press (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1989). 
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contradicts notions of hemispheric solidarity between the United States and Mexico in 

the 1860s—a little over ten years after the United States appropriated half of Mexico 

in the Mexican-American War. Second, Anglo-American racism provided an idealistic 

base in which “Mexicanization” could build. “Mexicanization,” while certainly used 

as a political pejorative in the 1860s and throughout the nineteenth century, 

nevertheless carried racialized overtones. Thus, the notion that the racialized rhetoric 

surrounding Mexicans appeared in the late 1800s and early 1900s elides the overtly 

racist history of the United States and its dealings with Mexico.   

 The chapter begins with an examination of early iterations of Anglo-American 

disregard for Mexican sovereignty, specifically in regards to U.S. backed filibustering 

campaigns. These campaigns directly violated Spanish Mexico law and exemplify 

Anglo-American notions of cultural superiority. In order to establish a historical 

narrative of U.S.-Mexico relations, a brief re-telling of the Mexican Wars of 

Independence and the years leading up to Texas independence in 1836 will be given. 

With a narrative established, histories of the Texas Republic, its subsequent 

annexation, and the Mexican-American War will be discussed. In each instance, overt 

Anglo-American racism precipitated the loss of land for Mexico, supposedly 

confirming U.S. cultural superiority. Lastly, the interwar period for the U.S. and the 

Mexican Wars of the Reform will be evaluated.  

Early Iterations of U.S. Expansion and the Mexican Wars of Independence, 1797 

- 1835 

In 1803, the United States purchased the Louisiana territory from France, 

putting it in direct contact with Spanish Mexico. The significance of this event cannot 
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be overstated. Spain, unsettled by U.S. expansionist tendencies, relied on the former 

French territory to serve as a “buffer zone” between it and the U.S. This, however, had 

not stopped U.S. explorers from illegally probing into Spanish Mexico territory. 

Known as “filibustering,” American citizens—either for the purpose of personal gain 

or U.S. territorial expansion—illegally entered Spanish and eventually Mexican 

territory.5 One such explorer was Philip Nolan, who, in 1797, surveyed present-day 

northeastern Texas and reported his findings to Thomas Jefferson via the commander 

of the U.S. western forces. Another, better known filibuster was Zebulon Pike who, in 

1806, entered into Spanish territory with the intent of espionage. The Spanish captured 

Pike and released to the United States via Texas. Against the will of General James 

Wilkinson, Pike published his findings while in Spanish territory, stimulating 

widespread interest in Spanish Mexico.6  

These early iterations of filibustering in Spanish Mexico exemplify U.S. racist 

notions of dominance. The Spanish, according to popular notions of anti-Catholicism 

and the “Black Legend”—the anti-Spanish concept started in the sixteenth century 

propagating the inherent cruelty of the Spanish people and their empire—did not 

deserve their North American landholdings. For U.S. politicians and explorers, then, 

the North American West was, by virtue of religious, ethnic, and cultural superiority, 

theirs for the taking. While overt filibustering waned in the years following Zebulon 

Pike’s expedition, the initial excursions into Spanish Mexico exemplify a racist 

5 For more information, see Oscar J. Martinez’s Troublesome Border (Tucson: University of
Arizona Press, 2006). 

6 Ibid., 31.
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precedent that would affect the U.S. public for the remainder of the nineteenth 

century.  

The U.S. and its expansionist propensity would not be the concern of the 

Spanish for very long. In 1810, the Mexican Wars for Independence began after father 

Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla delivered the Grito de Dolores (the Shout or Cry of 

Dolores), proclaiming independence from Spanish colonial rule.7 The War of 

Independence from 1810 – 1821 was a long, complicated affair with myriad factions 

fighting for numerous outcomes. The lower social classes of Mexico, comprised 

mainly of ethnically indigenous Mexicans, centered on land ownership, working 

conditions, the agricultural crisis, and demographic growth.8 The upper class of 

Mexico, known as the criollos (Mexicans of pure Spanish heritage), however, 

concerned themselves with the larger political implications of the Spanish empire at 

the time. For example, the Bourbon Reforms implemented in 1808 and the overthrow 

of the Spanish monarchy in the same year resulted in the formation of numerous juntas 

throughout the Spanish empire. Mexican criollos followed suit. Resolving to defend 

their king, country, and religion, the criollos, nevertheless, argued for political reform. 

Within four years, the colonial holdings of the Spanish empire received significant 

concessions and the Spanish Empire itself regained the support of its constituents.  

The Spanish Constitution of Cadiz in 1812 granted significant self-rule to the 

Spanish colonies. With more autonomy given to Mexico, criollos and royalists set 

                                                
7 From this point forward all Spanish phrases will be italicized with the English translation 

following in parenthesis. Any Spanish phrase quoted in length will be translated in the footnotes.  
8 Virginia Guedea “The Old Colonialism Ends, the New Colonialism Begins,” in The Oxford 

History of Mexico, ed Michael C. Meyer and William H. Beezley, (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2000), 287-88. For more information on the  
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about quelling the indigenous uprisings throughout the country. By 1820, the 

insurgent groups had been pacified, and the revolution was all but over. With the 

restoration of constitutional order in 1820, many New Spaniards were able to promote 

their own self-interests, strengthening local and regional power groups. Yet according 

to Virginia Guedea, “this restoration convinced the majority of the inhabitants of New 

Spain that in order to achieve the changes they desired it was going to be necessary to 

free themselves from Spain’s political vacillations.”9 Thus, in 1821 the insurgency 

joined the disgruntled royalist army led by Colonel Agustin de Iturbide with one goal 

in mind: independence from Spain. On September 28, 1821 the Supreme Provisional 

Governing Junta signed the Declaration of Independence of the Mexican Empire—

nearly eleven years after Father Miguel Hidalgo delivered the Grito de Dolores. The 

new nation of Mexico was born and with it a new onslaught of foreign intervention.  

During the Mexican Wars of Independence, the United States, in many ways, 

relived its own revolutionary experience. On June 18, 1812 the United States, under 

the leadership of President James Madison, formally declared war on Great Britain in 

order to stop their practices of impressment, backing American Indian tribes who 

resisted American expansion, and restricting trade with France. The war was bloody, 

resulting in thousands of casualties for both Great Britain and the Untied States. The 

British deployed a defensive strategy, concerning itself with its war with France. Yet 

after the abdication of Napoleon on April 6, 1814, Great Britain focused on its war 

with the United States. By August of the same year, British forces captured 

Washington, D.C, razing the city and burning the White House.  

9 Ibid., 296.
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With the abdication of Napoleon and Great Britain’s subsequent triumph in 

their war with France, the restrictive trade measures and the practice of impressment 

imposed on the United States became meaningless. Thus, the treaty of Ghent, signed 

on December 24, 1814, ended the conflict between the United States and Great 

Britain. Means of communication, however, prevented the treaty from reaching the 

United States in a timely manner. Consequently, U.S. forces in the vicinity of New 

Orleans, led by future president Andrew Jackson, attacked the British on January 8, 

1815. The U.S. routed the British and the battle, known as the Battle of New Orleans, 

affected U.S. notions of cultural and racial superiority.  

Andrew Jackson’s heterogeneous forces played a significant role in his victory 

at the Battle of New Orleans, yet their contribution was largely omitted from popular 

memory. Jackson’s unit consisted of Kentucky, Louisiana, and Tennessee militias, 

Mississippi dragoons, Irish Americans, African Americans, Haitian émigrés, French 

creole Bonapartists, and Choctaw Indians. Yet the ethnically Anglo farmers from 

Kentucky received the majority of the praise for the victory.  In his work What Hath 

God Wrought: the Transformation of America, 1815 – 1848, Daniel Walker Howe 

argues that what U.S. public romanticized the battle of New Orleans. He states,  

[What the U.S. public] chose to make of [the battle] is instructive. They 
did not emphasize the fact that the battle had been fought after peace 
had been agreed. They seldom rejoiced in the multiracial, multiethnic 
nature of the winning army…Instead, the public seized upon the notion 
that western riflemen, untrained but sharp-eyed, had defeated the 
arrogant British.10 

10 Daniel Walker Howe, What Hath God Wrought: the Transformation of America, 1815 –
1848 (Oxford University Press: New York, 2007), 17.  
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In this way, the American public espoused the idea of a homogenous, ethnically white, 

and culturally American victory over a foreign foe. Americans overlooked the fact that 

the Kentuckians arrived late, were poorly outfitted, and fled as the battle progressed. 

Thus, for the U.S. citizenry the perceived notions of Anglo-American superiority—

either domestically or internationally—superseded reality. These racist ideologies 

persisted and intensified throughout the remainder of the nineteenth century, overtly 

manifesting itself in the Texas Revolution twenty years later.11 

 In June of 1821, days after Mexican Independence, a Missouri native named 

Stephen F. Austin entered into Mexican Texas with three hundred Anglo families. 

With the approval of the Mexican government, Austin received thousands of acres to 

distribute among those who immigrated to Mexico. Each family was given a large 

tract of land in which to settle. There were only two stipulations for receiving the land. 

The immigrants had to both convert to Catholicism and speak Spanish. Austin’s role 

as empresario, therefore, was simple: populate the far northern territories of Mexico, 

thereby creating a theoretical “buffer zone” between Mexico and the ever-expanding 

United States.12  

Austin would become the most successful empresario in the history of 

Mexican Texas. Additionally, he largely adhered to Mexican law by speaking Spanish, 

converting to Catholicism, and consistently presenting his concerns to the Mexican 

government in person. The same, however, cannot be said for the majority of those 

                                                
11 The United States’ paradigmatic issue of racism consisted throughout the twentieth century 

and persists today. Broad notions of racism in the United States, however, are beyond the scope of the 
current study. For more information see  

12 For more information on Mexico’s Texan colonization project, see Timothy J. Henderson’s 
A Glorious Defeat: Mexico and Its War with the United States (New York: Hill and Wang, 2008), 49-
74. 
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immigrants from the United States whom, as Timothy Henderson states, “had no 

intention of abiding by their end of the bargain.”13 Many of Anglo immigrants refused 

to convert to Catholicism or learn Spanish. While many immigrated legally, a 

significant amount of U.S. immigrants settled illegally. Additionally, and much to the 

chagrin of the Mexican government, many immigrants brought their slaves to Mexico. 

Thus, Anglo immigrants to Mexico retained cultural and racial solidarity with the 

United States, eschewing those requirements set out by the Mexican government.  

In many ways, Anglo-American rejection of Mexican law mirrored the 

disregard of Spanish sovereignty by Anglos at the turn of the nineteenth century. 

Although the Mexican government offered land at an extremely low rate—an 

attractive offer that would seemingly have resulted in gratitude from Anglo settlers— 

notions of Anglo cultural and racial superiority persisted. The illegal immigration of 

numerous Anglos to Mexico illustrated blatant disregard for Mexican national 

sovereignty. Anglo insistence on speaking English and the practicing Protestantism 

not only violated Mexican law, but exhibited the perceived superiority of Anglo-

American culture as well. Catholicism was, for many Anglo-Americans, the religion 

of the ignorant. As such, Anglos converted to Catholicism to obtain their land grant, 

but in practice were anything but Catholic.  

The Texas colonization project would only last fourteen years. By 1835, after 

years of political strife in Mexico, Anglo-Texans revolted against the Mexican 

13 Timothy J. Henderson, A Glorious Defeat: Mexico and Its War with the United States (New
York: Hill and Wang, 2008), 39. 
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government.14 The causes of the Texas Revolution are widely debated among scholars, 

yet a common characteristic binds them all together: ideology. According to Mark 

Wasserman, Anglo-Texans “became embroiled in the crucial political issue of the era 

in Mexico: the extent of local and regional autonomy (federalism vs. centralism).”15 

While the issues of regional self-governance undoubtedly contributed to the causes of 

Texas Revolution, the issue of slavery was instrumental. For Anglo Texans—the 

majority of whom relied on slavery for their economic well-being—“the simple fact 

that Mexico officially disapproved of slavery and sought to protect the rights of slaves 

was…a constant threat.”16 Consequently, the threat to Anglo economic security, the 

movement of Mexico from a federalist to a centralist government, and the persistent 

notions of Anglo superiority, both culturally and ethnically, precipitated in the 

revolution.  

In order to understand how the Texas Revolution exacerbated the already 

negative perception of Mexico, a brief synthesis of the revolution is needed. With 

tensions rising between Texans and the Mexican government, Texan forces resisted 

calls from the Mexican government to return any and all military ordnance. In the 

waning months of November, Texas forces won multiple skirmishes, most notably the 

Battle of Gonzales and the Siege of Bexar. In order to quell the rebellion, President 

Santa Anna, along with approximately 2,500 troops, marched to Texas. On March 6, 

14 This is not to insinuate that ethnically Mexican Texans did not participate in the revolution.
Many Tejanos, including Lorenzo de Zavala and Juan Seguin sided with the Anglos in their fight 
against the Mexican government. Yet, Mexican Texas during the time of the revolution was 
predominantly Anglo. After the revolution, the Republic of Texas, politically, continued this trend as 
Anglos held the majority of political offices.  

15 Mark Wasserman, Everyday Life and Politics in Nineteenth Century Mexico: Men, Women,
and War (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2000), 75. 

16 Henderson, A Glorious Defeat, 59.
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1836 Santa Anna’s army killed the inhabitants of the Alamo—an event that to this day 

that is highly mythologized in Texan lore. With the subsequent massacre at Goliad, in 

which some three hundred Texans were executed, the revolution was all but over. Yet, 

Sam Houston’s victory at San Jacinto in April 1836 resulted in the decimation of 

Santa Anna’s forces and the surrender of Santa Anna himself. Thus, The Texas 

Revolution ended in May 1836 with the signing of the controversial Treaty of 

Velasco, granting Texas independence from Mexico, evacuating all Mexican forces 

from the state, and creating the Republic of Texas.   

The endemic racist paradigm of the United States manifested itself in the 

Texas Revolution. Believing Mexican society and culture to be inferior to that of the 

United States, Anglo Texans violently seceded from their perceived oppressors. Santa 

Anna’s perceived brutality, moreover, intensified Anglo distrust of and contempt for 

Mexicans. Timothy Henderson provides an excellent analysis of this sentiment and, 

although the subsequent passage is long, it deserves to be cited in length. He states, 

The notion that white Anglo-Saxons represented civilization while 
other races were its foes was already as stable of U.S. discourse, but the 
brutality of Santa Anna Texas campaign helped to solidify that notion, 
and relations between Anglo-Americans and Mexicans deteriorated 
accordingly.17 

Indeed, even Stephen F. Austin—Mexico’s most ardent Anglo supporter—adhered to 

these beliefs, stating that the Texas Revolution was “a war of barbarism and despotic 

principles, waged by the mongrel Spanish-Indian and Negro race, against civilization 

17 Henderson, A Glorious Defeat, 97-8.
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and the Anglo-American race.”18 Anglo victory in Texas, therefore, substantiated 

these racist sentiments and intensified notions of U.S. superiority over Mexico.  

The United States, Mexico, and the Republic of Texas, 1836 – 1846 

In the years prior to and during the Texas Revolution, the United States 

continued its expansionist and racist ideologies. President Andrew Jackson’s Indian 

removal policy, codified with the Indian Removal Act of 1830, was the manifestation 

of these two ideologies. The law forced all Indians east of the Mississippi river to 

relocate to the western territories. Thus, the notions of Anglo superiority and the 

inherent “otherness” of the Indians precipitated in one of the darkest periods in 

American history, culminating in the notorious “Trail of Tears.” Forced to walk from 

their homes east of the Mississippi to the reservations in Oklahoma in the winter of 

1838 – 1839, Indians died at an alarming rate—roughly one out of every three 

succumbed due to weather conditions or disease. This, however, is not to insinuate 

that all Indian tribes peacefully relocated. Prior to the “Trail of Tears,” numerous 

tribes fought against the United States, resulting in the Black Hawk War in 1832 and 

the Second Creek War in 1836. Anglo-Amarican paradigmatic racism, therefore, was 

prominent in the years leading up to and during the Texas Revolution.  

While the United States, at the expense of thousands of Indians, expanded 

west, both Mexico and the Republic of Texas suffered myriad international and 

domestic trials. For Mexico, the Texas Revolution was a badge of shame, exacerbating 

its already divisive politics and causing an even deeper fissure between the federalists 

and constitutionalists. In 1836, the newly elected president Antonio Bustamante 

18 Stephen F. Austin to L.F. Linn, New York, May 4, 1835, quoted in David Weber, The
Spanish Frontier in North America (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992),  
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inherited an empty treasury, a dilapidated army, and a disheartened citizenry—all of 

which, in one way or another, were attributed to the loss of Texas. By 1838 

Bustamante faced both internal and external threats. Internally, the federalist backed, 

once-exiled Valentin Gomez Farias returned to Mexico and threatened to overthrow 

the Bustamante government. External pressure from France aggravated the situation. 

Concerned over the maltreatment of French expatriates in Mexico, the French 

government demanded monetary reparations in the sum of six hundred thousand 

pesos. Bustamante refused, noting that a French pastry chef in Veracruz insisted on 

receiving sixty thousand pesos to rebuild his store—appraised at one thousand pesos. 

Consequently, in the winter of 1848 French warships blockaded the port of Veracruz, 

starting what is known as the Pastry War.19  

As the Mexican military faltered against the French in Veracruz, the country 

looked to Santa Anna for assistance. Santa Anna agreed and with a small contingent 

attacked the French in Veracruz. He was severely wounded in battle, losing his leg in 

the process. Santa Anna, the once decried traitor of Mexico, became a war hero over 

night. Although the Pastry war ended with political negotiations, Santa Anna’s self-

proclaimed victory over the French at Veracruz rehabilitated his image. In 1843, the 

sacrificial hero of Veracruz was elected president. Throughout this entire period, 

Mexico never forgot the blemish of the Texas Revolution. Refusing to acknowledge 

Texas sovereignty, Mexico considered Texas a rebellious state—a decision that would 

prove catastrophic three years later.  

19 Henderson, A Glorious Defeat, 115-16.
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Although present day Texans glorify the years of the Texas Republic, the 

country’s short lifespan was anything but illustrious. The ten years Texas spent as an 

independent nation were disastrous as the newly formed state was an international 

relations nightmare. Since the Mexican government never recognized Texas as an 

independent state, foreign nations were reluctant to acknowledge Texas sovereignty. 

Texas, therefore, struggled to obtain foreign loans to pay its exorbitant war debt. 

Moreover, the practice of slavery in Texas hindered any chance of quick annexation to 

the United States—a process many Texans believed would happen immediately after 

Texas independence. Yet anti-slavery advocates in the northern United States resisted 

moves for Texas annexation as it would give an unfair advantage to slave holding 

states.  

In addition to its international problems, Texas faced numerous internal or 

domestic difficulties. The country suffered from extreme inflation, violent Indian 

raids, and consistent skirmishes with Mexican forces. In many ways, Texas politics 

was as divisive as that of their Mexican counterparts. Although Sam Houston and 

Mirabeau Lamar were only two of the four Texas Presidents, their political rivalry 

dictated much of Texas politics. The ever-pragmatic Sam Houston believed peaceful 

negotiation was the best means of political gain. Conversely, Mirabeau Lamar was 

incendiary and used force to obtain his political goals. Indeed, Lamar practiced the 

paradigmatic racism of Anglos during this time period by violently removing Indians 

from Texas and, following in the footsteps of Anglo filibusters and Texas immigrants, 

considering Mexican sovereignty farcical.  
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Characterized by both international and domestic turmoil, the era of the 

Republic of Texas from 1836 – 1846 was disastrous. Texas’ outstanding war debt, 

inflation, and divisive politics—among myriad other problems—dashed any hopes of 

a long-term nation. The 1844 U.S. elections, however, would prove fortuitous for 

Texas. President James K. Polk—the Tennessee democrat and Jackson protégé—ran 

on the platform of expansion and Manifest Destiny. The United States, he argued, was 

destined to stretch from coast to coast.  

In 1845, the United States annexed Texas. Within months of annexation, Polk 

sent a large contingent of American forces to Texas under the leadership of General 

Zachary Taylor. On April 25, 1846 Taylor dispatched the White House, informing 

president Polk that several hundred Mexicans had attacked a small reconnaissance 

party. Consequently, “Polk immediately set to work on his war message, which 

unequivocally branded the Mexicans as the aggressors and the Americans as [the] long 

suffering victims.”20 The grievances set out by Polk, however, were put forth under 

false pretenses. In reality, Taylor’s forces provoked Mexican soldiers in a contested 

zone. According to Henderson, “Polk’s maneuvering leaves little room to doubt that 

he was resolved to relieve Mexico of its northern lands by fair means or foul.”21 

Regardless of who attacked who and on what grounds, the Mexican-American War 

had begun.  

20 Henderson, A Glorious Defeat, 155.
21 Ibid., 155.
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The Mexican American War, 1846 – 1848 

On December 2, 1845—five months before several hundred Mexicans 

supposedly attacked Americans on American soil—a letter from President Polk was 

read to the House of Representatives. After enumerating numerous offenses 

committed by the Mexican government, Polk stated Mexico was 

[our] neighboring sister republic, which, following our example, had 
achieved her independence, and for whose success and prosperity all 
our sympathies were early enlisted. The United States were the first to 
recognize her independence, and to receive her into the family of 
nations, and have ever been desirous of cultivating with her a good 
understanding. We have, therefore, borne the repeated wrongs she has 
committed, with great patience, in the hope that a returning sense of 
justice would ultimately guide her councils, and that we might, if 
possible honorably avoid any hostile collision with her.22 

Polk’s words exemplify the notions of racism prevalent throughout the nineteenth 

century United States. Although the language implies hemispheric solidarity, a closer 

reading suggests the complete opposite. First and foremost, the self aggrandizing tone 

exuded Anglo-American superiority over their “sister republic.” All of Mexico’s 

achievements, from its independence to state formation were to be accredited to the 

United States. The necessity of Mexico as an antithetical model of the United States is 

manifest. Mexico, according to Polk, had all of the tools for success, such as the 

glorious example of the American Revolution which it could mimic, the blessing of an 

advanced, Anglophone culture, and the guidance of a God ordained nation. Yet due to 

the moral deficiency of Mexicans, Mexico as a whole had failed to live up to its 

potential, demonstrating the superiority of Anglo-Americans and the United States. 

Furthermore, the Polk evinced paternalistic overtones. Mexico needed the United 

22 U.S House Journal. 1845. 29th Cong., 1st Sess., 2 December, http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/query/r?ammem/hlaw:@field(DOCID+@lit(hj0414)) 
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States to guide it, just as a husband guided a wife or a father his children. Mexico, 

acting in an unsuitable manner by disregarding the calls of justice, deserved to be 

reprimanded.  

The passage raises the question of who needed whom? Did Mexico really need 

the United States? Was Mexico’s post-colonial history largely due to its North 

American neighbors? Or did the United States need Mexico? In order to espouse its 

own superiority, did the United States look to Mexico as the backward, deficient 

nation in which it could compare and, according to its own understanding of 

advancement, prove superior? A closer examination of Polk’s speech suggests the 

latter. The United States looked to Mexico—from its independence from Spain until 

its conflict with the U.S.—as its antithetical other, the inferior culture and people with 

which to compare.  

The Mexican-American war, therefore, served as a test of American strength 

against a foreign foe. Yet despite Polk’s aspirations of a rapid victory, war raged 

between the two countries from 1846 – 1848. The military history of the conflict—

troop movements, major battles, and military technology—is peripheral to the larger 

discussion at hand. Yet a concise review of the war in general is needed in order to 

provide context for the use of “Mexicanization” in the 1860s.  

Within a month of the United States’ declaration of war the American forces, 

under the guidance of General Zachary Taylor, won two battles north of the Rio 

Grande and took Matamoros without resistance.23 While Taylor’s troops recuperated 

and waited for a supplies and reinforcements, Santa Anna assembled an army without 

23 Henderson, A Glorious Defeat, 163.
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any funding from the Mexican government. With a contingent of 20,000, Santa Anna 

marched from San Luis Potosi to meet Taylor’s forces at Saltillo. Yet along the 240-

mile trek to Saltillo, 5,000 of Santa Anna’s men died of starvation, thirst, exhaustion, 

and exposure.24 Despite the casualties, Santa Anna’s army still outnumbered Taylor’s 

three to one. This, however, did not mean an easy victory for Santa Anna. The 

Americans’ defensive position proved to much for Santa Anna’s forces, who were 

forced to retreat after a day of fighting. Santa Anna marched his contingency back to 

San Luis Potosi and, by the time he arrived, had lost half of his original army.  

In March of 1847, General Winfield Scott’s force of some 12,000 men landed 

at Veracruz. Scott’s invitation of surrender was rejected. In response, Scott ordered a 

bombardment of the city, reducing it to rubble. On March 29, the Americans 

controlled what was left of Veracruz and Scott’s forces made their way toward Mexico 

City. The next major battle occurred on April 18 at Cerra Gordo. According to 

Henderson, Santa Anna’s superior defensive position and slight troop advantage 

should have been able to repel Scott’s forces. Yet the technologically advanced 

weaponry of the Americans overpowered Santa Anna’s contingent, inflicting heavy 

losses. Scott spent three months in Puebla, plotting his next move. Meanwhile, 

President Polk dispatched lawyer and diplomat Nicholas P. Trist to negotiate a peace 

treaty with Mexico.  

On August 20, 1847 American forces laid siege Mexico City and on September 

14 the city fell to the American invaders. This, however, did not stop the fighting in 

the countryside. With the Mexican military soundly defeated and the country in ruins, 

24 Ibid., 164
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the impoverished classes of Mexico revolted. With the country devolving into a race 

or class war, Mexican officials looked to broker a deal with the United States. If the 

civil war continued, those who ruled the country risked the possibility of losing their 

political standing. The hastily elected President General Pedro Maria Anaya, along 

with three commissioners, began peace talks in January of 1848. On February 2, 1848, 

Nicholas Trist—who had been recalled by Polk, yet disregarded the order—negotiated 

the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. Mexico ceded territory north of the Rio Grande, the 

Gila River, and San Diego bay. In return, Mexico received fifteen million dollars.  

The Mexican-American War had political, social, and economic consequences 

for both countries. First, the relationship between the United States and Mexico, 

understandably, deteriorated. For the majority of Mexicans the war confirmed that 

“the United States was a devious, domineering, meddling, arrogant, and aggressive 

imperial power, one that threatened the very existence of its hemispheric neighbors.”25 

For the United States, the war confirmed the notions of Anglo-American superiority. 

Even those who opposed the war did so on the basis of racist tendencies, not 

necessarily altruistic fervor. For example, Henderson states that even the opponents of 

complete Mexican annexation “argued that Mexico contained entire too many 

Mexicans—a people they had long denounced as a vicious, ignorant, slothful, 

uncivilized, “mongrel” race.26  

Socially, the war devastated both countries, but to varying degrees. While 

American casualties were approximately 12,000—eighty-seven percent of which died 

25 Ibid., 186.
26 Henderson, A Glorious Defeat, 176.
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due to disease—Mexican casualties ranged from 10,000 to 25,000.27 The number of 

civilian casualties in the war is unknown, but given the length of the war and its 

guerilla tactics, the numbers are most likely significant. Moreover, the war decimated 

Mexico’s infrastructure, leaving many of its cities in ruins.  

The war also affected the economics of both countries as well. Mexico’s 

economy—abysmal prior to the war—was defunct by the end of the conflict. The 

country’s excessive debt and ravaged infrastructure also added to the economic 

difficulties. In addition, the land ceded to the United States contained invaluable 

natural resources and rich farmland. For example, prospectors found gold in 

California, precipitating the “Gold Rush” of 1849—a cruel twist of fate for the 

Mexican government. Thus, the ramifications of the Mexican-American War for the 

Mexican economy were devastating, with the United States reaping the benefits of the 

war immediately after the Treaty of Guadalupe. The Mexican-American War, 

therefore, had wide ranging political, social, and economic consequences—all of 

which are the subjects of the next section—that ultimately, “accelerated social and 

political processes that eventually plunged both countries into bitter civil wars.”28  

Mexico and the United States, 1848 – 1861: Political Divisions, Violent Results 

The end of the Mexican-American War set both the United States and Mexico 

on divergent paths that would, counterintuitively, have similar outcomes, namely civil 

wars. The U.S.—victors of what Ulysses S. Grant called a “wicked” war—

experienced the realization of Manifest Destiny. The young republic, under the 

27 Wasserman, Everyday Life and Politics, 87; Henderson, A Glorious Defeat, 179. The exact
numbers of casualties for both countries are difficult to hypothesize, especially those from Mexico.  

28 Henderson, A Glorious Defeat, xx.
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guidance of God and president James K. Polk, stretched from coast to coast.29 

Additionally, the end of the war marked the United States’ perceived first victory in an 

international context, confirming and further promoting the expansionist and racist 

ideologies of both American politicians and the populace alike.30 

While the U.S. celebrated, Mexico suffered. Forced to cede its northern 

provinces, Mexico continued its descent into political and social chaos. The loss 

exacerbated the rift between liberals and conservatives, both looking to assign blame 

for the costly defeat and gain political dominance. Additionally, a race war in the 

Yucatan ensued and brought the country to the brink of civil war, so much so that 

some Mexicans “implored the United States to intervene, offering in return nothing 

less than ‘domination and sovereignty of the Country.’”31 The young nation that won 

its independence a mere twenty-seven years earlier seemed on the verge of collapse.  

Consequently, the years after the Mexican-American War “brought Mexico to 

new depths of material and spiritual devastation. While peasant rebellions shook the 

provinces, the cities continued their morbid decline.”32 Moreover, the onus of defeat 

loomed over both political factions, each party seeking to rid itself of blame. The 

29 Amy S. Greenberg, A Wicked War: Polk, Clay, Lincoln, and the 1846 U.S. Invasion of
Mexico (New York: Vintage Books, 2013). 

30 For many Americans during the nineteenth, as well as mid twentieth century historians, the
Mexican-American War was the first international victory for the United States due to U.S. invasion of 
Mexico. While the American Revolution and the War of 1812 were international because of Great 
Britain, the perceived British aggressor nevertheless fought the wars on American soil. Moreover, 
nineteenth century Americans and mid twentieth century historians assumed the indigenous peoples of 
the United States had no claim to the land and, as such, were not considered nations. Thus, the notion of 
a first international victory was a perception of nineteenth century Americans and mid twentieth century 
historians, not the author.  

31 The incredible violence from this conflict should not be left unstated. Henderson says that
the “‘Caste War of Yucatan’ would come to rank as one of the most violent episodes in the history of 
the western hemisphere, costing the lives of some two-hundred thousand people in 1848 alone.” (174)

32 Ibid., 182. 
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Liberals—who supported constitutional freedoms, secularization of the government, 

and equality before law—accused multiple Conservative institutions for the loss, most 

notably the Catholic Church and the army.33 Conservatives, however, understood the 

defeat as proof of the shortcomings of liberalism. The power of government belonged 

to a strong centralized state, not to the commoner or godless human ideology. These 

ideological schisms, however, did not lead to immediate civil war but lay below the 

surface of Mexican politics for five years. By 1853 the conflict reemerged. Santa 

Anna, the president of Mexico, negotiated La Venta de La Mesilla (The sale of La 

Mesilla), selling the United States more of Mexico’s northern territory.34 Disgusted 

with the despotic Santa Anna and the general advancement of Mexican politics and 

society, the liberals incited armed rebellion. The movement, later known as the 

Revolution of Ayutla, ousted Santa Anna and put the Liberals in charge of the country.  

By 1856 the Liberals firmly controlled the government and looked to 

“eliminate the vestiges of colonial privilege, which they believed stood in the way of 

33 The Mexican Liberals split along ideological lines. Moderate Liberals did not wholly reject
Mexico’s colonial heritage, seeing the lower classes as a hindrance to political advancement. Radical 
liberals, however, saw the colonial past as the reason for underdevelopment and its removal imperative 
to Mexico’s entrance into modernity. These divisions would become less visible after the ousting of the 
French in 1867. For a brief synthesis on nineteenth century Mexico see Mark Wasserman’s Everyday 
Life and Politics in Nineteenth Century Mexico: Men, Women, and War.

34 Known in the US as the Gadsden Purchase, this was the last major land acquisition in the
contiguous United States. The US sought this relatively narrow strip of land in hopes of constructing a 
southern route for its transcontinental railroad. The purchase, however, did not escape the toxic political 
atmosphere at the time. Once again, the issue of slavery—and it’s spread below the parallel 36°30’—
came to the forefront of US politics and exacerbated the already profound ideological rift between the 
North and South; Additionally, the character of Santa Anna remains a highly debated topic among 
historians. While the traditional historiography portrays him as a tyrant and Mexico’s ultimate traitor, 
others have sought to rehabilitate the image of the Mexican general. One such author is Will Fowler 
who, in his work Santa Anna of Mexico (University of Nebraska Press: Lincoln, 2009), argues that 
Santa Anna was a true patriot, seizing power only when it was for the good of the country. Fowler’s 
work is provocative and, most definitely, revisionist. Yet for the sake of narrative, the traditional image 
of Santa Anna as dictator and traitor is presented here.  
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modern economic development.”35 The eradication of colonial legacy manifested itself 

in three laws later known as the Reform Laws, each restricting traditional colonial 

tenants in their own manner. Ley Juárez (Juárez Law) ended military and ecclesiastical 

exclusion from standing trial in civil courts, advancing the liberal ideology of equality 

before law. The second law, Ley Lerdo (Lerdo Law), prohibited corporate 

landholding, including Church and communal property. In doing this, Liberals hoped 

for a weakening of the Church, as well as a means to replenish Mexico’s depleted 

treasury. Finally, Ley Iglesias (Church law) barred the Church from charging 

exorbitant fees for administering the sacraments, thereby alleviating some financial 

pressure of the impoverished and further diminishing the power of the Church.36 

Unsurprisingly, Conservatives balked at these sweeping reforms. Liberals, however, 

disregarded the cries of injustice and included the Reform Laws in the Constitution of 

1857—a decision that ultimately shattered any hopes of reconciliation between the 

two opposing factions. The ideological division that separated Liberals and 

Conservatives reached its apex in 1858 and war, once again, engulfed Mexico.  

The war from 1858-61, known as the War of the Reform, decimated Mexico. 

Acts of wanton violence by both factions typified the conflict, and the horrors of war 

pervaded Mexican society. Additionally, both Liberals and Conservatives laid claim to 

power, leaving the country with two governments and two presidents—an undeniably 

confusing situation for the war-torn Mexican populace. Benito Juárez led the Liberals 

35 Wasserman, Everyday Life and Politics, 103.
36 Ley Iglesias was not the only law that severely incapacitated the Catholic Church. Ignacio

Comonfort, the president at the time, further restricted the Church by issuing a law that put the power of 
registry directly under the control of the government. In this way, all records—including deaths, births, 
adoptions, etc.—were the responsibility of the state. 
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from Veracruz, while the Conservative Félix Zuloaga governed from Mexico City. 

From the outset the Conservatives seemed the clear victors, winning multiple large-

scale battles. Yet after two years of gruesome fighting the Liberals won decisive 

victories and, in 1861, ousted the Conservatives from Mexico City. The victory, 

however, would be short lived, as the French invaded Mexico in 1862.37  

For the United States, the end of the war brought both economic and territorial 

gain. Yet the political factionalism present before the war only worsened with its 

conclusion. In 1846, Pennsylvania Representative David Wilmot drafted a law, which 

would ban slavery in any land gained from the Mexican-American war. The pro-

slavery South, however, understood this as an incendiary act, directly violating the 

Missouri Compromise of 1820. While it never passed, the so-called Wilmot Proviso 

was precipitated the Compromise of 1850. The Compromise, supposedly, eased the 

tension between the North and the South. 

The Compromise itself was an amalgam of numerous laws. First, California 

was admitted to the nation as a free state, with Utah and New Mexico given the ability 

to choose once statehood was desired. Second, Texas—annexed to the United States 

as a slave state—received $10 million in order to settle a border dispute with New 

Mexico. Third, the slave trade was prohibited in the Washington, D.C., although the 

institution of slavery remained. Lastly, Congress enacted stronger fugitive slave laws, 

37This is an extremely concise retelling of the War of the Reform and, for the purpose of the
current project, suffices. Yet the destructive nature of the war, as well as its divisive connotation, deeply 
impacted Mexican political, societal, and cultural currents for generations. For more information see 
Richard N. Sinkin’s The Mexican Reform, 1855-1876: A Study in Liberal Nation-building (Austin: 
Institute of Latin American Studies, University of Texas at Austin, 1979); Brian R. 
Hamnett, Juárez (London: Longman, 1994); Benjamin T. Smith, The Roots of Conservatism in Mexico: 
Catholicism, Society, and Politics in the Mixteca Baja, 1750-1962 (Albuquerque: University of New 
Mexico Press, 2012). 
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thereby propagating the institution of slavery. The Compromise of 1850 would only 

result in ten more years of peace.  

The Presidential Election of 1860 is, arguably, one of the most important 

elections in U.S. history. The election, which pitted Republican Abraham Lincoln 

against southern Democrat John C. Breckenridge, effectively began the United States 

Civil War. The factionalism among Democrats in the South divided the southern vote, 

giving Abraham Lincoln control of the White House. Within three months of his 

election, southern delegates had gathered and created the Confederate States of 

America. The four years following Lincoln’s inauguration in March of 1861 were 

some of the bloodiest and most divisive in U.S. history. Unsurprisingly, vitriolic 

rhetoric defined U.S. public discourse throughout the war, as both the North and the 

South sought to vilify the other. It is in this chaotic and uncertain period of U.S. 

history that “Mexicanization” appeared. Used as a rhetorical pejorative, the term 

persisted throughout the U.S. Civil War and intensified after the war’s conclusion. The 

following chapter discusses early iterations of “Mexicanization” and historicizes the 

term within the context of the United States Civil War and the French intervention in 

Mexico. 
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CHAPTER III 

“NOT A COMPLIMENTARY WORD”: EARLY ITERATIONS OF 
"MEXICANIZATION 1862-1869” 

If our treaty is ratified, we have a hold in the future of Mexico, by settling all her 
immense vacant lands with our people, and room enough in the tierra Caliente for two 
millions of free negroes, who could live in peace and honor with the only people of 
the white race known to us, who do, as you know, treat the black man and woman on 
a footing of perfect equality…If our treaty is ratified, we save our foothold on 
Mexico, and her enduring friendship, and we secure a home for all the free negroes in 
the United States for twenty years to come—if not, we lose forever the friendship and 
commerce of Mexico, and we lose also the best chance ever presented of colonizing 
the free negroes, which if not sent somewhere will be a lasting plague to us…If 
England gets this mortgage…Mexico is Europeanized, and not Americanized—we 
shall have a powerful and ambitious, and envious neighbor on our frontier, which 
leads to wars, costing in time to come, untold millions of treasure, and thousands 
upon thousands of lives.1  

- Thomas Corwin, U.S. Ambassador to Mexico 

In a letter sent to A.C. Allen on May 18, 1862, U.S. Ambassador to Mexico 

Thomas Corwin stated the necessity of a U.S. treaty with Mexico. The treaty, which 

included an eleven million dollar loan, would give the United States access to 

Mexico’s vast lands—lands that would be the home of freed black slaves. 

Additionally, the treaty would stop European nations such as England or France from 

completely “Europeanizing” Mexico, which would result in Mexico becoming 

powerful and ambitious—characteristics unknown to Mexico and unwanted by the 

United States.  

Explicit and implicit notions of racism fill the letter. First, and most overt, was 

the belief of freed blacks as “a lasting plague” that whites would have to deal with in 

the United States. According to Corwin, Mexicans were the only “white race” who 

1 Thomas Corwin to A.C. Allen, May 18, 1862, The Abraham Lincoln Papers at the Library of
Congress, http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/mal:@field(DOCID+@lit(d1603100)).  
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would treat freed blacks with dignity and respect, something the United States, 

regardless of regional allegiance, could not provide. On the surface, Corwin’s 

assertion that Mexicans were white appeared inclusionary. Yet Corwin’s claims 

adhered to racist sentiments of the period. For Anglo Americans, ethnic heritage and 

religious allegiance directly influenced “whiteness”—being white meant being of 

Anglo-Saxon decent and adhering to Protestant ideology. Thus, Mexicans were 

inferior to blacks and, as such, could accommodate the black population of the United 

States.  

Corwin further demonstrated his paradigmatic racism by the assumption of an 

Anglo controlled Mexico. It was not a matter of if Mexico would be dominated, by but 

by which Anglo nation. In believing so Corwin echoed the filibusters at the turn of the 

nineteenth century, the Texas revolutionaries, and those who opined for total 

annexation of Mexico during the Mexican-American war. Mexican national 

sovereignty, therefore, was of little concern. Behind all of Corwin’s rhetoric of 

friendship and solidarity, Mexico was to be understood as a land of untapped potential 

full of substandard people—a popular notion in the United States throughout the 

nineteenth century.  

On June 23, 1862, Abraham Lincoln sent a message to the Senate proposing 

Corwin’s treaty with Mexico. “In view of the very important events occurring there,” 

the letter read, “he [Corwin] has thought that the interests of the United Stated would 

be promoted by the conclusion of two treaties which should provide for a loan to that 
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Republic [Mexico].”2 Although the treaty never passed the Senate, the implications of 

the proposed agreement exemplify the continued denigration of Mexico by Anglo-

Americans. Solidarity between the United States and Mexico in the form of funds and 

supposed unity against European expansionist powers was a farce. The paradigmatic 

racism throughout the first half of the nineteenth century continued in the latter half, 

exhibiting itself, in this instance, in veiled language of U.S. assistance to Mexico. This 

racism, however, would manifest itself in a new manner beginning in the American 

Civil War. 

By the summer of 1862 war raged in the both the United States and Mexico. 

Instead of fighting across borders, however, both confronted internal hostility in the 

form of civil war in the United States and French occupation in Mexico. 

Unsurprisingly, those within the United States sought an appropriate means of 

explaining their internal problems. Familiar with divisive politics and contrasting 

cultural paradigms, the U.S. citizenry nevertheless lacked the appropriate vocabulary 

to describe the vicious fighting and political upheaval of the Civil War. Critics from 

the North of the South and vice versa defined public discourse at the time. According 

to each side, the gruesome civil war and the toxic politics the war embodied were 

anything but American. Thus, the U.S. populace looked to Mexico—the United States’ 

supposed cultural, political, and social antithesis—as a means of negative comparison. 

Consequently, both the North and the South derided one another by using the 

2 Abraham Lincoln, "Message to the Senate on a Treaty with Mexico," letter presented at the
United States Senate, Washington, DC, June 23, 1862, The American Presidency Project, 
http://presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=69760.
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pejorative rhetoric of “Mexicanization”—a term first seen in the early stages of the 

American Civil War.  

This chapter examines the early iterations of “Mexicanization” from 1862 – 

1869, specifically arguing that the U.S. press’s use of “Mexicanization” propagated 

the Anglo paradigmatic racism apparent throughout the latter half of the nineteenth-

century—the supposed lacuna in U.S. attention toward Mexico. Moreover, the 

dissemination of “Mexicanization” contradicts the notion of hemispheric solidarity 

between the United States and Mexico. Although Mexican president Benito Juarez and 

U.S. president Abraham Lincoln shared similar liberal ideals, U.S. economic and 

political interests dictated diplomatic relations between the two countries. Thus, in 

order to better understand the context of “Mexicanization,” brief histories of the 

United States during the American Civil War and Mexico throughout the French 

Intervention will be given. Next, examples of paradigmatic Anglo racism toward 

Mexico—evident not only in the United States, but in other European nations as 

well—will be discussed, showing that Anglo racism persisted instead of waned 

throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century. Last, instances of 

“Mexicanization” in American newspapers from 1862 to 1868 will be discussed, 

exemplifying the pejorative nature of “Mexicanization” and the implications of its use.  

The United States Civil War, 1861 – 1865 

 In the presidential election of 1860 a solid Republican North voted Illinois 

congressman Abraham Lincoln into office. Within three months of Lincoln’s election, 

Texas, Mississippi, South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana, Alabama, and Florida seceded 

from the Union. The reasons for secession were twofold. First, Lincoln opposed the 
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expansion of slavery into the United States’ newly acquired western territory. 

Southern Democrats, therefore, believed the tenuous balance of political power 

between slave states and free states would tip toward the Republicans. Second, 

Lincoln’s election by a unified Republican North signified an apparent ideological 

shift in the United States—a shift that threatened southern cultural, societal, and 

political norms, all of which revolved around the issue of slavery. Thus, seven 

southern states, in lieu of political negotiation, formed their own country: the 

Confederate States of America.  

While the Confederate States of the Deep South established themselves as an 

independent nation in early 1861, the so-called border states between the North and 

the South, namely Missouri, Maryland, Kentucky, Delaware, North Carolina, 

Arkansas, Virginia, and Tennessee, remained in the Union. This, however, would 

change after the Battle of Fort Sumter from April 12 through 14.  

Located on the bay of Charleston, South Carolina, Fort Sumter was a Union 

garrison in Confederate territory. Jefferson Davis, the Confederate President, ordered 

the Union soldiers to surrender the fort. Union Major Robert Anderson refused. On the 

morning of April 12, 1861 the Confederate forces opened fire on the fort, bombarding 

it for thirty-three hours. The bombardment of four thousand shots and shells destroyed 

part of the fort and set its interior on fire.3 On April 14 the Union forces surrendered. 

According to historian James McPherson, the news of Fort Sumter’s “galvanized the 

North” and precipitated in Lincoln’s call for 75,000 militiamen to quell southern 

3 James M. McPherson, Battle Cry of Freedom: The Civil War Era (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1988), 273-74. 
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insurrection.4 Numerous border states understood Lincoln’s call for volunteers as an 

act of coercion and a direct attack on states rights.5 As such, Virginia, Tennessee, 

Arkansas, and North Carolina joined the Union. With their secession, the four border 

states contributed numerous resources, including man power, food, horses, and 

livestock, as well as numerous high ranking military leaders, such as Robert E. Lee 

and Thomas J. Jackson.6 Thus, the North and the South prepared for war.  

By 1862, any hopes of a swift end to the war dissipated. Confederate victories 

in 1861 resulted in the conscription of more men for both the North and the South. A 

long, bloody war followed. On September 17, 1862 the Northern forces, under the 

command of Major General George McClellan repelled General Robert E. Lee’s 

attack on Maryland. Known as the Battle of Antietam, the strategic Union victory is 

considered one of the bloodiest battles in the history of the United States with nearly 

6,000 men dead and 17,000 wounded.7 Almost five months later on January 1, 1863, 

Lincoln issued the Emancipation Proclamation. Utilizing his presidential war powers, 

Lincoln freed all slaves in rebellious states precipitating in the release of millions of 

slaves. For Southerners, the proclamation was yet another occurrence of Northern 

tyranny. Lincoln’s election, his rejection of slavery in newly acquired western 

territories, and now the Emancipation Proclamation all proved Northern political 

oppression. According to McPherson, many Democratic newspapers decried the 

Emancipation Proclamation as unconstitutional, using propaganda to instill the notion 

4 Ibid., 274.
5 Ibid., 275.
6 Ibid., 276.
7 Ibid., 544.
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of Northern despotism. For example, Democratic newspapers published numerous 

letters allegedly from parents who wrote to their sons on the battlefield. In one 

instance, a father apologized that his son fought in an “‘unholy, unconstitutional and 

hellish war…which has no other purpose but to fee the negroes and enslave the 

whites.’”8  

Emboldened by the actions of the autocratic North, Confederate forces 

continued their campaign against the Union. After winning battles in the waning 

months of December 1862 and early 1863, the Confederacy lost the Battle of 

Gettysburg on July 3, 1863 and the Battle of Vicksburg on July 4, 1863. Although “the 

war was destined to continue for almost two more bloody years, [the battles of] 

Gettysburg and Vicksburg proved” to be the turning point of the Civil War.9 The cost 

of Gettysburg was great, with 28,000 casualties—one third of Confederate General 

Robert E. Lee’s forces.10 In addition to the enormous loss of human life, Confederate 

surrender at Vicksburg precipitated in Union control of the Mississippi river when 

Vicksburg fell. Thus, the losses at Gettysburg and Vicksburg, in many ways, sealed 

the fate of the Confederacy.  

At the beginning of 1864, Lincoln placed General Ulysses S. Grant in charge 

of Union forces. Under his command, General Philip Sheridan unleashed total war on 

the Confederacy, destroying southern infrastructure and, in doing so, crushing 

Confederate morale. On September 2, 1864, Sheridan’s forces entered Atlanta, dealing 

a crushing blow to the Confederacy and, in many ways, securing the re-election of 

8 Ibid., 595.
9 Ibid., 665.
10 Ibid., 664.
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Abraham Lincoln.11 Less than a year later on April 9, 1865, Confederate General 

Robert E. Lee surrendered his forces to Ulysses S. Grant. While the war was over, but 

the toxic political and cultural rift between the North and the South remained.  

Six days later, John Wilkes Booth assassinated president Lincoln, thus 

exacerbating the existing divisions between the North and the South. To make matters 

worse, vice president Andrew Johnson—a Union democrat with southern 

sympathies—replaced Lincoln. In the years that followed, Johnson’s presidency would 

be considered one of the worst in the history of the United States. Johnson’s lax 

Presidential Reconstruction, which required relatively little of the South for re-

admittance to the Union, and the Radical Reconstruction that followed would only 

deepen the rift between the North and the South. Consequently, the war-torn, 

embittered, and bifurcated American populace vilified those supposedly responsible 

for the horrible conflict and the acidic policies that followed. While overtly malicious 

rhetoric remained the norm, both Northerners and Southerners sought an innately un-

American, backward, and un-cultured people with which to contrast themselves and, 

in turn, malign their opponents. Mexico, embroiled in its own international conflict, 

served this purpose.   

The French Occupation of Mexico, 1861-67 

With the War of the Reform won, Benito Juarez and his liberal faction set off 

to save Mexico from its post-colonial past. The future of the new liberal Mexico, 

however, seemed bleak. Left with a war-weary populace, a dilapidated infrastructure, 

and an empty treasury, Benito Juarez’s reformation project would require years of 

11 Ibid., 776.
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reconstruction. Not only would the physical landscape of Mexico need repair, but 

Mexico’s domestic politics and international relations needed significant attention as 

well. In time, Juarez and the liberals hoped to rebuild Mexico into a modern, self-

sufficient nation.  

Mexico’s European creditors, however, had little concern for Mexico’s post-

colonial struggles, internal strife, or desires for a modernized country. Exacerbating 

Mexico’s already dismal state, European creditors demanded repayment of their 

loans—some of which dated back to the Mexican Wars of Independence at the 

beginning of the nineteenth century. Juárez, fully aware of the abysmal financial 

situation of his country, suspended loan repayment for two years. Disgruntled with 

Mexico’s decision, representatives from France, Great Britain, and Spain signed the 

Convention of London on October 31, 1861. Three months later armies from each 

country occupied the customhouse of Veracruz, forcefully procuring repayment, yet 

allowing the Mexican government to function on its own. This situation, however, did 

not last. France’s Napoleon III, aspiring to return France to its former imperial glory, 

wanted Mexico in its entirety and “with the United States preoccupied in its civil war 

and Mexico barely recovering from the War of the Reform, circumstances appeared 

favorable to conquer the badly wounded nation.”12 Great Britain and Spain promptly 

withdrew their troops. The French Army, however, would not leave for six years and 

by early 1865 French forces controlled nearly all of Mexico, pushing Juárez to Paso 

del Norte on Mexico’s northern border.  

12 Wasserman, Everyday Life and Politics, 115.
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While Juárez technically remained the Mexican president, conservatives 

celebrated his removal from power. Monarchists and clergy alike called for a strong 

centralized state, founded on a king and the Church. Napoleon III was more than 

happy to oblige these requests and, with the backing of many conservative Mexican 

constituents, placed the Austrian archduke Ferdinand Maximilian of Hapsburg in 

charge of the new French colony. Yet the idyllic centralized Mexico many 

Conservatives hoped for never materialized. Maximilian did not repeal the Reform 

Laws, a decision heavily decried by Conservative leaders. Moreover, Juárez and his 

liberal stronghold persisted throughout the northern states of Mexico, a continual 

hindrance to the French troops and Maximilian. With the end of the US Civil War in 

1865, the United States turned its attention to the French occupation, accusing 

Maximilian and the French of being in direct violation of the Monroe Doctrine. 

Napoleon III withdrew his troops, leaving the young archduke and his wife to fend for 

themselves. In 1867 Juárez regained control of the country and, forgoing the advice of 

numerous international figures, executed Maximilian and his wife, Carlota. The 

liberals controlled Mexico, and Juárez’s modernization campaign could begin in 

earnest.  

Perceptions of Mexico: Anti-Mexican Sentiment in the 1860s  

The French intervention from 1861-1867 captured international attention, 

especially regarding the chaotic political climate associated with Mexico. Yet the 

international community did not view the problems of Mexico in terms of its 

economic and political struggles. In congruence with U.S. notions of cultural and 

racial superiority, European countries perceived the political turmoil of Mexico as the 
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result of the inferior race that sought to rule it. The absence of a colonial power, 

therefore, was the reason for Mexico’s plight. M. Michel Chevalier—a French 

economist and statesman—in his pamphlet France, Mexico, and the Confederate 

States, exemplifies this perception, stating, 

In short, although there is an actual want of population in Mexico, there 
is more idleness there than industry; and this unfortunate state of 
things, this destruction of agriculture and industry by the depredations 
of indolence, will continue to exist till European emigration shall 
modify the relations of the three races which barely people these 
immense regions. Mexico waits for—invites—demands emigration; not 
the unhealthy foolish emigration which transports from one latitude to 
another, creates without industry or intelligence, but the emigration of 
the capital and the intelligence which find no room in our social 
system.13  

Translated into English by an American, WM. Henry Hurlbut, the pamphlet served as 

means in which “the [U.S.] public mind should make itself familiar with [the] 

possibilities…[and] issues so vast and so vital to our welfare.”14 Published by a New 

York press 1863, Chevalier’s pamphlet argued for the reasons of French intervention 

in Mexico, which included aiding the “Mexicans in establishing, according to their 

own free will and choice, a government which may have some chance of stability,” the 

reimbursement of French loans, and the necessity of recognizing the Confederate 

States during the U.S. Civil War—a decision founded on the cotton trade and, to an 

extent, the hypocrisy of the North.15 While France had many economic reasons for 

invading Mexico, the inherent inferiority of Mexicans as a race necessitated Anglo-

European rule. For Chevalier, the Mexican race as a whole was lazy, intellectually 

13 M. Michel Chevalier, France, Mexico, and the Confederate States, trans. WM. Henry
Hurlbut (New York, NY: C.B. Richardson, 1863), 9 [Emphasis Added], 
http://www.archive.org/details/francemexicocon00chev. 

14 Ibid., 3.
15 Ibid., 6.
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bankrupt, and unfit to govern a country. In order to correct this intrinsic backwardness, 

Mexicans required the guidance of the intellectually superior western European.  

While French intervention in Mexico garnered international attention, the U.S. 

took particular notice of a European empire in the western hemisphere. In addition to 

Anglo-American notions of cultural and racial superiority, Mexico now embodied the 

failure of the Monroe Doctrine—a U.S. foreign policy enacted in the early nineteenth 

century by U.S. president James Monroe. The policy stated that any European 

intervention in Latin America, for colonial purposes or otherwise, would be met with 

U.S. military force. Thus, with the U.S. embroiled in its own domestic war the French 

intervention in Mexico signified failure of U.S. hemispheric hegemony. While the 

majority of U.S. public and political discourse during this time focused on the civil 

war, some U.S. discourse nevertheless turned toward French intervention in Mexico.  

U.S. discourse regarding French intervention manifested itself in numerous 

ways.  While certainly not the only vehicle of U.S. discourse, U.S. newspapers and 

specifically political cartoons demonstrated the numerous ways in which U.S. 

observers understood French intervention in Mexico. Examining political cartoons, 

therefore, illuminates the ways in which Anglo-American racist sentiment persisted 

throughout the U.S. civil war. Moreover, the cartoons illustrate cultural and racial 

solidarity between the United States and Europe. While the cartoons undoubtedly 

critiqued France for its intervention in Mexico, the cartoons nevertheless reveal the 

Eurocentric ideals of the United States. Illustrating both the continued Anglo-

American racism toward Mexicans and the cultural and racial harmony between the 
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Untied States and Europe, political cartoons further exemplify the racialized overtones 

in which “Mexicanization” manifested.  

One such cartoon, titled “Jonathan’s Advice to Louis Napoleon,” depicted U.S. 

attitudes toward Napoleon III and his puppet government in France (See Figure 3.1).16 

Published in Vanity Fair on June 28, 1862, the cartoon showed America’s national 

personification Jonathan dressed in a starred vest and striped pants standing next to a 

16 H.L. Stephens, "Jonathan's Advice to Louis Napoleon," cartoon, Vanity Fair, June 28, 1862,
http://gettysburg.cdmhost.com/cdm/singleitem/collection/p4016coll2/id/313/rec/6. 

Figure 3.1 
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box with a hole cut out of the front. A pig timidly looked on and a sign on the side of 

the box read “Mexican Pig: Dangerous.” Bent over, Napoleon III slowly lowered a 

rabid dog, Maximillian, at the entrance of the box. A sign in the distance read “KEEP 

OFF,” as a small, heavyset man ran across a river, the words “Skedadle [sic] Bull” 

following him. Jonathan, staring smugly at Napoleon III, simply stated “Don’t you 

think you’d better take your dog home?”  

The cartoon overtly suggested the French suspend intervention in Mexico 

because of the Monroe Doctrine. Moreover, the cartoon exuded American superiority. 

All of the foreign figures, including the reluctant Napoleon III, the rabid dog as 

Maximilian, and the comically overweight British personification John Bull, starkly 

contrasted—in both posture and size—the confident, tall American, Jonathan. Anglo-

American superiority was further exemplified in the personification of Mexico. 

Stereotypically, pigs are dirty and wallow in their own mess, eating the leftovers of 

whoever feeds them and lazily moving from one place to another. Like Pigs, Mexicans 

were a filthy, lazy race that lacked industry in both economics and politics.  

 Published in June 1864, another political cartoon, simply titled “The 

Situation,” illustrated the culmination of the U.S. Civil War (see Figure 3.2) further 

exemplifies Anglo-American racism toward Mexicans during the U.S. civil war.17 

Both domestic and international figures—including Abraham Lincoln, Edwin Stanton, 

James Bennett, Napoleon III, and John Bull—stood around a small, walled ring that 

contained dogs and dead rats, representing the Union and the Confederacy, 

17 Frank Beard, "The Situation," cartoon, Newspaper Name Unavailable, June 1864,
http://gettysburg.cdmhost.com/cdm/singleitem/collection/p4016coll2/id/1659/rec/13. 
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respectively. Each dog inside the ring symbolized a Union general, while the dead rats 

in the ring represented Confederate military leaders. The largest dog in the ring, 

named Grant, searched a hole with a rat tale hanging out labeled “Lee.” Outside the 

ring, at the feet of John Bull and Napoleon III, a small dog named “Max” stared at a 

rat standing on two legs, “Mexico.” Resembling the aforementioned “Jonathan’s 

Advice to Louis Napoleon,” both Napoleon III and John Bull are caricature like, 

greatly exaggerating their more distinct features, namely Napoleon’s pointy goatee 

and Bull’s wide girth.  

Figure 3.2 
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Yet again, the portrayal of Mexico was anything but complimentary. Rats are 

pests, considered carriers of disease, and, much like a pig, feed on waste, inferring the 

idea of the Mexican as inherently unclean.18 Additionally, rats tend to be associated 

with traitors, hence the dead Confederate generals in the middle of the ring. In this 

way, the cartoon implicitly paired Mexico with the Confederacy, as both countries 

tested the power of the United States in different ways.19 The Confederacy not only 

caused U.S. internal fracturing, but also received political support from France—the 

very country that denoted U.S. failure of the Monroe Doctrine. Mexico, then, 

represented a backward a country that consistently dwelled in its own mess, causing 

its northern neighbor concern.  

 While both cartoons depicted different events, they nevertheless illustrated the 

superiority of the United States and Europe and, in contrast, the inferiority of Mexico. 

The cartoons, while caricaturizing foreign diplomats, depicted Anglo-Americans and 

Europeans in a similar fashion. Anglos, as opposed to traitors or Mexicans, retained 

their human characteristics, insinuating cultural and racial solidarity between Anglo 

America and Europe. Moreover, the depictions of Mexico implied its threatening 

nature, specifically with Mexico being out of its subservient place. In “Jonathan’s 

Advice to Napoleon” the pig crept out of its box, threatening to escape and, 

18 For more information on the perceived uncleanliness of Mexicans by Anglo-Americans,
specifically in the twentieth century, see David Montejano’s Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of 
Texas, 1836-1986 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1987).  

19 While the comparison of the Confederacy with Mexico is apparent due to their shared
representation, the issue of slavery was not the common factor. Mexico outlawed slavery in 1820’s after 
the Wars for Independence. The comparison, therefore, is most likely due to French backing of the 
Confederacy.  
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potentially, wreak havoc. Additionally, in “The Situation” Mexico—although outside 

of the purview of the American power—stood defiant, meeting the French bulldog eye 

to eye. The Mexican rat was also the only rat still alive, suggesting the problematic 

nature of Mexico both politically and culturally. Politically, Mexico challenged Anglo 

means of governance. While the United States disapproved of France’s political 

infringement, Mexico’s obstinacy signified a potential threat to American economic 

and cultural hegemony. According to the cartoonist, Mexico’s level standing with 

France denoted Mexican notions of racial and cultural equality—ideas that directly 

contradicted the paradigmatic racism of Anglo-Americans.  

The political cartoons exemplify the propagation of of anti-Mexican sentiment 

throughout the Civil War and, more importantly, signify a shift in U.S. perceptions of 

Mexico. After the Mexican-American War, Mexico as a nation was of little concern to 

the United States. While many Americans perceived Mexicans as ethnically 

degenerate, they were more so a problem to be dealt with in the U.S. southwest and 

not a threat to the United States at large. Issues such as continental expansion, the 

California Gold Rush, and slavery occupied national thought. The U.S. Civil War, 

however, changed the way Americans viewed Mexico and its populace. Not only was 

Mexico the United States’ problem in an international context, i.e. the Monroe 

Doctrine, but Mexico’s political turmoil and cultural defects represented the antithesis 

of that which was American. In this way, Mexicans provided the U.S. populace and 

numerous political figures a subject for their facile representations of the Other. 

Consequently, both the Union and the Confederacy deployed the supposedly inherent 

characteristics of Mexico—political chaos and cultural backwardness—in an attempt 
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to defame each other. An explicit phrase synonymous with Mexico’s perceived 

inferiority, however, did not exist. That is until 1862, one year after hostilities began 

in the U.S. Civil War.  

“Mexicanizing the Country”: Racializing Post-Colonial Struggle 

“All expected an outburst of the northern Breckenridge party,” stated the April 

23, 1862 edition of the Raftsman’s Journal, “with whose aid the task of Mexicanizing 

the country would be rendered easy.”20 This is one of the first uses of “Mexicanizing,” 

a term used by U.S. political figures and general populace throughout the latter half of 

the nineteenth century. The expression possessed numerous connotations, depending 

on who was using it and for what purpose. The aforementioned quote, for example, 

referenced the northern supporters of Kentucky senator John C. Breckinridge, the 

former Vice President under James Buchanan. A veteran of the Mexican-American 

War, Breckinridge was a Confederate sympathizer that hoped for compromise in lieu 

of armed conflict. Yet after Unionists took control of the senate in 1861, Breckinridge 

sided with the Confederacy. Labeled as a traitor, Republicans expelled Breckenridge 

from the senate. Breckinridge later served in numerous positions of the Confederacy, 

most notably the Secretary of War. Published in the pro-Union state of Pennsylvania, 

the Raftsman’s Journal further described Breckinridge as a traitor by referencing the 

Tories in the Revolutionary War. “There were a large number of noisy defenders of 

20 Raftsman's Journal (Clearfield, PA), April 23, 1862,
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85054616/1862-04-23/ed-1/seq 
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Secessionism at the North all summer and winter,” read the paper, “just as true as that 

there were tories [sic] in the Revolutionary War.”21   

Given the overt use of “Breckenridge as traitor” rhetoric, the tendency to 

associate “Mexicanizing” as a synonym for “traitor” is tempting. The meaning behind 

the racialized term, however, is much deeper. At this time, Mexico was in no position 

to betray the United States. The French occupied Veracruz in late 1861 and within the 

first few months of 1862 the invasion of Mexico began. With both the United States 

and Mexico embroiled in their own wars, any treachery on the part of Mexico—

diplomatic or otherwise—was unlikely. The meaning of “Mexicanizing,” therefore, 

was more so descriptor of the political chaos instigated by southern secession—chaos 

supposedly synonymous to Mexico and its many instances of turmoil.  

The U.S. press’ acknowledgement of Mexico’s diplomatic and political 

problems during the middle of the nineteenth century is understandable and 

unsurprising. Newspapers, ideally, inform the public of national and international 

affairs with little political bias. “Mexican” as a synonym for “disorder,” however, 

warrants recognition. In making these terms interchangable, the U.S. press ascribed 

the characteristics of political turmoil to the Mexican race as a whole. Thus, being 

Mexican was a racial deficiency, exhibited as inability to advance socially and 

constant political instability. The U.S. press—from 1862 onward—never considered 

the deleterious situation left to Mexico after Spanish imperial rule or the ramifications 

of U.S. involvement in Mexico. The plight of Mexico, therefore, fell squarely on the 

shoulders of its deficient people, not on international interference. Consequently, for 

21 Ibid.
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The Raftsman’s Journal, Breckenridge, his platform, and, by association, the South 

would defile the country by using outdated and unenlightened governmental 

structures—characteristics supposedly inherent to the Mexican people as a whole. The 

term “Mexicanization,” therefore, was vitriolic in nature and would serve as a 

pejorative term in the decades that followed.  

The Reconstruction Era: Divisive Politics, Divisive Rhetoric  

The end of the American Civil War in 1865 marked the beginning of the 

Reconstruction Era, a time period in which immense social and political change 

occurred in both the North and the South. After the war, the question of what was to 

be done with the destroyed and dejected South dominated political rhetoric. Abraham 

Lincoln and his Vice President Andrew Johnson advocated for a swift end to 

reconstruction and, hoping to restore some type of normalcy to the war-torn United 

States, enacted what is known as Presidential Reconstruction. These plans, however, 

never fully manifested. While Andrew Johnson—made president after Lincoln’s 

assassination in 1865—implemented some aspects of this moderate reconstruction, the 

ascendance and subsequent dominance of Radical Republicans in the House of 

Representatives in 1866 greatly hindered Johnson’s policies. In the same year, 

Congress passed the Reconstruction Acts, which put the South under martial law. By 

1870, the Republican dominated House and the newly elected Republican president 

Ulysses S. Grant carried out sweeping reforms through what is known as 

Congressional Reconstruction.  
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During these tumultuous years following the Civil War, new policies from the 

Radical Republicans greatly altered the political and social structures of the South.22 

The Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments each challenged southern 

social and political constructs in varying degrees. The abolition of slavery and the 

enfranchisement of African Americans alarmed many white southerners for numerous 

reasons. One such reason was the supposed intrinsic helplessness of African 

Americans—a characteristic that would lead to the degradation of white society and 

supremacy. Additionally, many southerners “stressed that slavery Christianized the 

blacks…[and] provided a valuable system of moral and social discipline.”23 

Abolishing slavery, therefore, ended the “missionary institution that allowed white 

Christians to bring the glad tidings to the heathen.”24 If whites could not control 

African Americans via slavery, the religious fabric that held white society together 

would unravel.  

These fears made their way into the southern press, stressing their disgust with 

the alleged regression of southern social and political life, and the oppressive North. 

Historian Charles R. Wilson states that “because Southerners continued throughout the 

postbellum years to fear the materialistic, heterogeneous Northern civilization, for 

many people the Yankee continued to be a monster symbolizing evil.”25 Countless 

articles exhibit this sentiment and, for some newspapers, the term “Mexicanization” 

                                                
22 The successes and failures of Reconstruction are debated among scholars and beyond the 

scope of this work. Many historians, however, believe that Reconstruction fundamentally failed.  
23 Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: The Religion of the Lost Cause, 1865-1920, 

2009 ed. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2009), 106. 
24 Ibid., 107.  
25 Ibid., 57.  
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perfectly described the actions of the tyrannical North. For example, an opinion piece 

in the April 2, 1868 edition of the Tennessee based Home Journal states 

In truth, we believe the world is going mad. Men are disregarding the 
most palpable laws of nature, and actually endeavoring to legislate against that 
Will of God which has made the negro a negro, and the white man his superior. 
Some are trying to prove that the negro has no soul, and other aver the Unity of 
the Human race. Our own opinion is that the men who are Mexicanizing this 
once fair and inviting country—men who are transforming the once Sovereign 
States of the South into African despotisms who are disregarding constitutions, 
old land-marks, white blood, white origin, white progress, white supremacy, 
and glory of the past that belongs alone to the White Man, and all this to hold 
on to power and make money by creating misery and bloodshed—these are the 
people without souls.  

What are we coming to? Will some one versed in Astrology, 
Necromancy, or Palmistry, please tell us.26 

For many southerners “the late nineteenth century, like each age of history, seemed to 

be a dark age, filled with demons.”27 As such, “Mexicanization” conveyed a sense of 

northern tyranny. Those who “Mexicanized” the country were soulless and godless. 

By “Mexicanizing” the South, northerners and Republicans threatened the God 

ordained supremacy of whites, debasing southern customs and social norms. 

“Mexicanization” for southerners, therefore, meant social upheaval, religious 

persecution, and that which was intrinsically evil. 

The quote, moreover, exemplifies the amorphous nature of “Mexicanization.” 

Just five years earlier, northern newspapers accused southerners of “Mexicanizing the 

country,” much like the Home Journal. Yet unlike the Home Journal, the connotation 

carried heavy political overtones. Thus, the North understood southern secession as 

tantamount to Mexican political turmoil. For the South, northern oppression was 

26 The Home Journal (Winchester, TN), April 2, 1868,
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn95068565/1868-04-02/ed-1/seq-2/. 

27 Wilson, Baptized in Blood, 57.
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synonymous to Juarez and the liberals crushing conservative social norms and 

religious practices. Believing northern progressivism jeopardized southern 

conservative ideals, southerners, looking to insult their oppressors, turned to Mexico 

to find a morally deficient exemplar in which to compare the north. The liberal 

government in Mexico served this purpose. Mexicans, according to southern 

perceptions, were morally deficient and godless, ruthlessly crushing traditional 

societal norms and suppressing the power of religious institutions. “Mexicanization” 

for the southerner, therefore, carried overt religious and social overtones—overtones 

that were synonymous with northern radical ideology and secularization.  

 Moreover, for both northern and southern newspapers “Mexicanization” 

carried inherently pejorative connotations. Yet the expression was not exclusively 

used to malign opposing parties. On the contrary, “Mexicanization” as a negative 

descriptor was common within the same political faction, especially among 

Republicans, a party split between moderate and radical ideologies.28 Republicans 

clashed on numerous post-war policies, such as what was to be “done” with the 

defeated south, universal male suffrage, and fixing “the constitution, beyond the reach 

of Presidential vetoes and shifting political majorities.”29  

 While Republicans unanimously agreed on some major issues, such as the 

Freedmen’s Bureau and the Civil Rights bills, the requirements of southern re-
                                                

28 The minutia of post-Civil War party politics is beyond the scope of the current project. Eric 
Foner’s Reconstruction: America's Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877(New York: Perennial Classics, 
2002) is a sufficient synthesis of the period and is used heavily here. For more information on 
Reconstruction policies, failures, and legacies see James M. McPherson, The Abolitionist Legacy: From 
Reconstruction to the NAACP (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975), William Gillette, Retreat 
from Reconstruction, 1869-1879 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1982) and Michael 
Les Benedict, A Compromise of Principle: Congressional Republicans and Reconstruction, 1863-
1869 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1974). 

29 Foner, Reconstruction, 251.  
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admittance to the Union was a point of contention. The 1867 Reconstruction Act—

which defined the stipulations of southern states’ re-admittance—represented the 

culmination of Republican compromise in which “every radical element appeared 

balanced by a moderate one.”30 The path to this comprehensive act, however, was 

arduous and characterized by intraparty disputes. For example, the fiery radical 

republican Thaddeus Stephens suggested many measures for southern re-admittance, 

including disenfranchisement of former Confederates, martial law in the South, 

confiscation of property owned by whites to be redistributed among freed blacks, and, 

finally, the impeachment of the President.31 In January 1867, Stephens proposed a bill 

that required “the existing Southern governments to hold constitutional conventions, 

elected by manhood suffrage with the exception of former Confederates.”32 Some 

radical republicans thought this too magnanimous and proposed eradicating any 

vestiges of President Johnson’s governments in the South. Other moderate republicans 

argued that the measure treated white southerners as the enemy and resolved nothing.  

Unsurprisingly, these debates made their way into the public sphere via 

newspapers. A prominent pro-Lincoln, and therefore pro-moderate, Washington D.C. 

periodical, the National Republican, reported on the bill on February 16, 1867. With 

the subsection titled “Reconstruction in the Senate,” the paper stated 

The Senate was occupied last night in debating the Stevens military bill for 
Mexicanizing ten of the States of this Union. The last report we received from 
the Senate, about midnight, was that the ‘Blaine amendment,’ so-called, 
defeated in the House on the same bill, had been again offered as an 
amendment in the Senate, and was pending at the time above named, with a 

30 Ibid., 277.
31 Ibid., 272.
32 Ibid., 273.
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prospect of its being adopted. Should the Senate adhere to Mr. Blaine’s 
proposition, which is probably the most liberal of the radical measures offered, 
the Stevens Mexicanizing project will be defeated.33 
 

The intraparty conflict permeates the excerpt. The “Blaine amendment” references an 

amendment advanced by congressman James G. Blaine—a moderate republican from 

Maine—that posited more lenient provisions for Southern re-admittance. The “Stevens 

military bill for ‘Mexicanizing’ ten of the states of this Union,” alludes to the 

implementation of martial law in all of the former Confederate states except 

Tennessee.  Moreover, the bill could create a political power vacuum with the absence 

of ex-Confederate votes. If the bill passed, African Americans could potentially 

undermine U.S. politics and, in many ways, Anglo supremacy—a prospect numerous 

moderate Republicans opposed. Stevens’s punitive bill, therefore, warranted an 

equally barbarous comparison. Once again, the Mexican people, especially Benito 

Juarez and his liberal followers, served this purpose.  

Much like Juarez’s liberal faction, radical Republicans—Stevens and his 

policies serving as exemplars—imposed the will of the government by force. 

Uncompromising in nature, the progressive ideals of Stevens resembled that of Benito 

Juarez. In this case “Mexicanizing,” much like the comments from the southern-based 

Home Journal, carried an oppressive and radical connotation. Thaddeus Stephens, 

according to the National Republican, was obdurate, incapable of reason, and brutal—

much like the volatile Mexican. “Mexicanization,” then, accused Stephens of un-

American qualities reserved for the supposedly barbaric Mexican. Moreover, while the 

                                                
33 "Reconstruction in the Senate," The National Republican (Washington, DC), February 16, 

1867, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86053571/1867-02-16/ed-1/seq-2/. 
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term undoubtedly tarnished Stephens’s reputation on a personal level, 

“Mexicanization” as a descriptor further indicted all Mexicans. 

“Mexicanization” as a synonym of “oppression” and “radicalism” manifested 

itself in other Republican intraparty conflicts. For example, after the highly 

contentious election of 1868, which pitted the radical Ulysses S. Grant against the 

former democratic governor of New York, Horatio Seymour, the Memphis Public 

Ledger reported a speech delivered by Wisconsin Senator James Doolittle—a 

Democrat turned moderate Republican and an ardent supporter of Abraham Lincoln 

and his moderate platform. Weary of Congressional Reconstruction, Doolittle vilified 

Grant. The article paraphrased Doolittle’s speech: 

The same oath which he had taken to overthrow the Radicals of the South, who 
were the secessionists, he had also taken before high Heaven to overthrow the 
Radicals of the North. [Applause] These Radicals North had become rebels 
against the Constitution and the Union, and therefore it was that the 
Conservatives in Congress had resolved to crush them out…He would not 
favor any candidate who was in favor of Africanizing the South and 
Mexicanizing the whole Republic.34 

Doolittle’s moderate views permeate the excerpt and his dislike of radicalism 

associated with the North is apparent. Yet again, “Mexicanizing” became synonymous 

with radicalism and oppression. In attacking the Constitution, northern radicals 

favored “Mexicanizing” the entire country in two ways, namely by oppressing the 

South and, due to the potential absence of thousands of white votes, allowing blacks 

the right to vote.  Consequently, radical Republicans were not only “Mexicanizing,” 

34 "Senator Doolittle on Reconstruction and Grant," Public Ledger (Memphis, TN), January
14, 1868, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85033673/1868-01-14/ed-1/seq-1/. Also, the term 
“Applause” bracketed above is included in the original excerpt, primarily to depict the atmosphere 
surrounding the speech.  
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but Africanizing the country as well. For Doolittle and his moderate counterparts, 

“Mexicanizing” was an appropriate phrase for their more radical counterparts. 

Complicating the exact meaning of “Mexicanization,” many newspapers of the 

time never fully defined the term leaving it’s interpretation to the reader. Nevertheless, 

some papers bluntly attacked Mexico and unashamedly defended the use of 

“Mexicanization” as an accurate descriptor. One such paper was the Philadelphia 

Evening Telegraph, an evening periodical associated with moderate Republican ideals. 

On November 5, 1868—two days after the election of Ulysses S. Grant—the 

Philadelphia Evening Telegraph reprinted an article from the Democratic New York 

World, which reported on the Republican victory. Under the title “The Mexicanizing 

Radicals” the article stated 

Now that the election is over, and that New York has neither been burned nor 
sacked nor its citizents put to the sword, we desire to impress upon the public 
mind a just and abiding sense of the behavior of those persons who, being in 
authority among the radicals, sought to use that authority for the purpose of 
Mexicanizing the politics of this metropolis.  

The word is not a complimentary word to ‘our sister republic,’ but it is 
exactly expressive, and we shall make no apologies for using it, therefore, to 
Juarez or Ortega or Porfirio Diaz, or anybody else who may happen just now to 
be in power in the halls of the Montezumas. None of our own politicians, not 
even Charles Sumner or Horace Greeley, has the trick of noble phrases more at 
his fingers’ ends than the Mexican leaders…But, unlike our own radical 
politicians, the Mexican leaders recognize only two levers for moving the 
popular action—the lever of passion and the lever of fear. Of course, the 
natural result in Mexico is that every political contest rapidly degenerates into 
an armed conflict. What has resulted from the long habits of Mexican 
politicians in Mexico is threatened by the growing habit of radical leaders in 
this country.35 

The excerpt continues, arguing that Northern radicals—with the use of fear mongering 

and slander—vilified the South and Democratic ideals. Northern radicals aroused 

35 "The Mexicanizing Radicals," Evening Telegraph (Philadelphia, PA), November 5, 1868,
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83025925/1868-11-05/ed-1/seq-2/. 
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suspicion of the South by scattering “through the land the most atrocious 

misrepresentations of Democratic principles and the vilest libels upon Democratic 

leaders.”36 Additionally, Northern newspapers “circulated pictures meant to inflame 

the lust of vengeance in the popular heart, to keep alive the bitterest memories of the 

civil war, to madden the ignorant negroes into a fury of race against the whites.”37 

 The article is anything but subtle. For the New York World and, in reprinting 

the column, the Evening Telegraph, Northern radicalism was tantamount to corrupt 

Mexican politics and the violence associated with it. Differing from previous 

examples is in its direct comparison of Mexican and U.S. politicians, the article 

nonetheless propagated the negative connotation of “Mexicanization.”  

Many of the same motifs in previous papers are found in the Evening 

Telegraph, such as the political chaos, the ensuing violence due to corruption, and the 

deceitful nature associated with Mexicans. The article, however, is more specific in its 

description of “Mexicanization.” Mexicans, especially those in charge of the country, 

were duplicitous in their speech, surpassing the Radical Republican Charles Sumner 

and former House Representative turned newspaper editor Horace Greeley in the use 

of moral phrases to mask negative rhetoric. Additionally, Mexico, according to the 

Evening Telegraph, had monopolized the ‘political conflict leads to popular violence’ 

model—that is, until the introduction of radical Republicanism. For the South, Radical 

republicanism appropriated the oppressive and politically chaotic nature inherently 

                                                
36 Ibid. 
37 Ibid. 
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associated with Mexico and its politicians. The Radical Republicans had 

“Mexicanized” the entire United States.  

Implications of “Mexicanization” 

Seeking to vilify one another, both northerners and southerners turned to 

Mexico and, specifically, the rhetorical tool of “Mexicanization” to portray the 

inherently un-American aspects of their opponents. Yet in these instances of 

denigration, the population and politicians of the U.S.—in both the North and the 

South—were not the only victims. The constant use of “Mexicanization” as an 

antithetical exemplar greatly damaged U.S. perceptions of Mexico and made a 

mockery of Mexicans in general. While international perceptions of Mexico were 

negative to begin with, as in Michel Chevalier’s France, Mexico, and the United 

States, the consistently deleterious connotation of “Mexicanization” exacerbated 

Anglo-American paradigmatic racism.  

In addition to intensifying anti-Mexican sentiment, the use of 

“Mexicanization” by the U.S. populace and politicians implied U.S. fear of foreign 

influence, particularly Mexico. Thus, the use of “Mexicanization” exhibited U.S. 

alarm over Mexico at a time when Mexico lacked international influence. While 

former Mexican citizens undoubtedly influenced the newly formed southwestern 

states—remnants of U.S. appropriation of Mexican territories following the Mexican-

American War—the United States had no cause for alarm. Between the Mexican-

American War and the onset of the Porfiriato, Mexico isolated itself from international 

affairs, preferring instead to look inward. Further exemplifying the unreasonable 

nature of U.S. fears of Mexico was the Mexican population within the United States. 
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Except for in the Southwest, Mexican influence was minimal at best. Thus, Mexico’s 

lack of influence in international affairs, as well as the dearth of a significant 

demographic impact on the United States as a whole, demonstrated the unwarranted 

fear of Mexico in the U.S. public mind.  

In seeking an antithetical exemplar in Mexico, U.S. politicians and the 

populace exacerbated the extant negative understanding of Mexico and its citizens. 

American politicians and persons that “Mexicanized” the country personified 

Mexico’s inherent backwardness. Thus, from the 1860s onward Mexico was a country 

to be feared, for those Americans who “Mexicanized” the United States transformed 

its once superior culture into that of its southern, inferior neighbor. The use of 

“Mexicanization” in the U.S. press, among politicians, and in popular discourse 

intensified in the years following the contentious presidential election of 1868. Mexico 

would indeed stabilize internally. This, however, did not stop those within the United 

States from using it as a means of slander. Although useful for both U.S. politicians 

and populace alike, “Mexicanization” created a degrading and damaging imagining of 

Mexico that would endure throughout the nineteenth century. 
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CHAPTER IV 

“THE UNITED STATES IS NOT MEXICO”: “MEXICANIZATION,” 
1870 – 1880 

“Some months since the organs of the radical thief party [the Republican party] were 
very much exercised over the probability and possibility of Mexicanizing the 
government, and the inquiries were common: Is the American Republic to be 

Mexicanized? Are the American people so degenerate that they are incapable of 
holding elections and of settling their governmental difficulties without revolutions 
and civil wars? While these questions were being propounded by conspirators and 

their organs and commented upon by the people generally, the very parties who 
professed such a holy horror for Mexican methods of government were perfecting 
frauds in the interest of Hayes, such as the most depraved aspirant for the Mexican 

presidency never dreamed of.”  

- Indiana State Sentinel, March 28, 1877 

Five months after the presidential primary of 1876, the Indiana State Sentinel 

described the fraudulent victory of Republican Rutherford B. Hayes. For Democrats, 

Samuel J. Tilden’s loss to Hayes—in which Tilden carried the popular vote, but lost in 

the Electoral College—exemplified the inherently corrupt nature of the Republican 

Party. Thus, Democrats accused Republicans of “Mexicanizing” the government, a 

process Republicans claimed to oppose. 

The overtly politicized nature of “Mexicanization” manifested itself in the 

article as the Sentinel, sympathetic to the Democratic party, indicted Republicans for 

promoting political chaos—a characteristic supposedly endemic to Mexican politics. 

Yet a closer reading of the excerpt not only illustrates the blatantly political rhetoric of 

“Mexicanization” but its continued racial overtones. If it was to be “Mexicanized,” the 

nation would do so as a result of cultural degeneracy and natural incapability—

attributes allegedly intrinsic to Mexicans. The article later eschewed any form of 

subtlety in regards to race, saying, “the people who dethroned Maximilian are said to 

be inferior to Americans. They are principally Indians, about 500,000 white males 
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chiefly descended from the Spanish, negroes and mestizos.”1 The article then 

substantiated this claim by stating that although Mexican were racially inferior to 

Americans “their inferiority does not appear in the matter of tolerating a fraud for a 

ruler—in this regard the United States stands considerably in advance of any country, 

nation, or tribe, from hottentot to the most advanced nation on earth.”2 Thus, while 

Mexicans were racially inferior, they nevertheless ousted those considered corrupt or 

fraudulent—a process ethnically superior Americans could seemingly not replicate.  

This chapter evaluates the use of “Mexicanization” from 1870 – 1880, a 

decade in which Americans experienced immense political and social tension. 

Specifically, the subsequent evaluations highlight the racialized connotation of 

“Mexicanization”. While “Mexicanization” throughout the previous decade conveyed 

different meanings, the term became closely associated with divisive politics and the 

prospect of continual revolutionary activity. As such, both northerners and southerners 

used “Mexicanization” to explain political corruption and the prospect of settling 

political disputes by rebellion—a notion fully developed by Gregory Downs in his 

article “The “Mexicanization” of American Politics: The United States’ Transnational 

Path from Civil War to Stabilization.”3 Nevertheless, the term’s racialized overtones 

persisted and intensified throughout 1870 – 1880.  

1 “Mexicanized,” Indiana State Sentinel, March 28, 1877, www.chronicalingamerica.loc.gov 
2 Ibid. Historians who evaluate “Mexicanization” dismiss its racialized rhetoric throughout the

1860s and 1870s, focusing more on the politicized implications of the term.  In his article, “The 
Mexicanization of American Politics: The United States’ Transnational Path from Civil War to 
Stabilization,” Gregory Downs argues against the notion of “Mexicanization” as a racialized 
expression, using the aforementioned quote to uphold his argument. He states, “the Indianapolis 
Sentinel [the daily edition of the weekly Indiana State Sentinel] pondered and then discounted racist 
views of Mexicans” (404).  

3 Citing an 1881 political handbook, Downs defines the “Mexicanization” of institutions’ in
which ‘all party contests have the character of civil war’:‘The same thing would occur in this 
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The reasons for the terms’ racist connotations are twofold. First, the 

paradigmatic racism manifested in the first half of the nineteenth century endured 

throughout the latter half. Decades of overtly violent acts against Mexico, including 

but not limited to the Texas Revolution and Mexican-American War, as well as 

preconceived notions of Anglo-American cultural and racial superiority characterized 

how the United States’ populace and politicians understood Mexico’s political plight 

and supposed cultural deficiency. Consequently, “Mexicanization,” while used as a 

political pejorative, nonetheless insinuated this paradigmatic racism. After all, if 

someone “Mexicanized” the government they were acting in an un-American and, by 

implication, non-Anglo manner.  

Second, the notion of the lazy, intellectually deficient, and racially inferior 

Mexican—a trope some argue was not apparent until the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries and, therefore, should not be associated with “Mexicanization”—

was indeed present.4 Consequently, “Mexicanization” assumed the aforementioned 

notions of Anglo superiority as well as the idea of Mexicans as indolent and ignorant. 

Thus, the argument of “Mexicanization” as a political pejorative is understood and is 

not what is in question. Yet the assertion that “Mexicanization” lacked any racist 

connotation is erroneous. 

                                                                                                                                       
country…if a party, on the theory of a ‘war of ideas,’ should attempt to retain the control of the general 
Government against the popular vote’” (387). While the term became heavily politicized during the 
decade of 1870 – 1880, “Mexicanization” nevertheless carried racial overtones—a notion Downs 
rejects.  

4 Downs asserts that “by the end of the century, the Spanish-American War, fears of 
immigration, and hardening biological racism prompted widespread, now-familiar racist visions of ‘the 
sluggish, indolent Mexican type.’” (407) This, however, elides the historical racism of Anglo-
Americans toward Mexicans—apparent throughout the intertwined histories of the United States and 
Mexico. While “Mexicanization” never explicitly denoted racial difference or, more specifically, 
Anglo-American superiority, the term nevertheless evoked the image a weak, inferior Mexico.  
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As with previous chapters, histories of both Mexico and the United States will 

be given, providing an adequate context in which to understand the use of 

“Mexicanization” from 1870 – 1880. The U.S. press heavily reported the U.S. 

presidential election of 1876 as well as the Greenback Movement in the late 1870s. 

Due to the controversial nature of both the election and Greenbackism, newspapers 

reiterated “Mexicanization” rhetoric. Both events, therefore, will be given special 

attention as they propagated anti-Mexican sentiment. Additionally, throughout this 

decade violence characterized the borderlands region between the United States and 

Mexico, Anglos and Mexicans. Consequently, the U.S. press utilized overtly racist 

terminology to describe Mexicans.  Thus, examples of the U.S. presses employment of 

racialized rhetoric throughout this time period will be evaluated, in turn illustrating the 

racist overtones of “Mexicanization”.  

The paradigmatic racism of Anglo-Americans toward Mexicans persisted and, 

in many ways, intensified from 1870 – 1880. As “Mexicanization” became the norm 

for describing any potential revolutionary activity for the purposes of resolving 

political conflict, the U.S. press exposed Americans to the supposedly racially inferior 

Mexican on a national scale. Thus, the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” not only connoted 

the prospect of revolution but the inherent inferiority of Mexicans as well. As both the 

United States and Mexico emerged from their respective conflicts, each country began 

to stabilize. This, however, would not deter the persistent and enduring Anglo-

American racism manifest from the early nineteenth century.  
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Mexico, 1870 – 1880 

Where the decades prior to 1870 for Mexico were extremely tumultuous, the 

decade of the 1870s was one of relative peace. Following the ousting of the French in 

1867, Benito Juarez—after a questionable electoral process—remained the president 

of Mexico. In order to restore some semblance of control, Juarez established a rural 

police force or the ruruales.5 Additionally, the government rebuilt some of the 

infrastructure, including roads, railroads, and telegraph lines. Reformers established 

primary schools and developed curriculum. The reforms were, ultimately, positive 

and, as historian Paul Vanderwood notes, “the reform movement had wrought great 

changes—imperfect, never all inclusive, and still in the process of being debated, 

negotiated, and worked out—but impressive, challenging, even intimidating 

alterations.”6 

While the country looked as though it was finally free of political chaos, the 

Revolution of Tuxtepec occurred. This coup d’état placed Porfirio Diaz in the office of 

the presidency and, as Robert M. Buffington and William E. French argue, “brought to 

a climax the nation’s seemingly interminable courtship of modernity.”7 This, however, 

was not apparent to the United States populace or U.S. press, and Diaz’s coup served 

as another example of chaotic Mexican politics and culture. Nevertheless, it is 

important to note that Mexico experienced roughly ten years of unprecedented peace 

5 Paul Vanderwood, “Betterment for Whom? The Reform Period: 1855 – 1875,” in Michael C.
Meyer and William H. Beezley, eds., The Oxford History of Mexico(New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2000), 394. 

6 Ibid., 395.
7 Robert M. Buffington and William E. French, “The Culture of Modernity,” in Michael C.

Meyer and William H. Beezley, eds., The Oxford History of Mexico(New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2000), 397.  
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following French Intervention. The fact that Mexico achieved relative stability during 

this time and “Mexicanization” rhetoric remained exemplifies the ingrained nature of 

Anglo-American racism toward Mexicans. Regardless of Mexican political, Mexico 

remained the primary antithetical exemplar to the United States. The rhetoric of 

“Mexicanization” was, therefore, deeply ingrained in American society and would 

only intensify after Porfirio Diaz’s coup.  

The United States, 1870 – 1880 

By 1870, Radical Republicans controlled the political and social reconstruction 

of the United States. Three years prior, Republicans passed the Reconstruction Act of 

1867, dividing the eleven Confederate states, except Tennessee, into five military 

districts. In order to be readmitted to the Union, southern states had to ratify the 

fourteenth amendment, which provided legal protection all persons born in the United 

States. For southerners, the oppressive nature of Northerners—military rule, 

enfranchisement of black men, liberal ideology—denoted the completion of 

“Mexicanization.” Conversely, Northerners believed the treasonous and revolutionary 

South “Mexicanized” the government with their insistence on war. The onus of the 

Civil War, therefore, was on the shoulders of the South. Thus, by 1870 Americans 

believed the United States, in one way or another, had been “Mexicanized.”  

Consequently, the bifurcated nature of U.S. politics and society persisted in the 

years following the Civil War. Democrats in particular and southern whites in general 

vehemently opposed Radical Reconstruction. This opposition manifested itself in 
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numerous ways, namely through “redemption” of the south from northern oppression.8 

The methods for “redemption” were twofold. First, Democrats focused on political 

takeover of the south by the electoral process. This, however, proved difficult. 

Disenfranchised immediately after the end of the Civil War, white southerners saw 

their state governments orchestrated by black Republicans and southern Republican 

sympathizers, known as Scalawags. Moreover, Carpetbaggers, or Republican émigrés 

to the south, complicated the political climate of the South. After ratifying the 

fourteenth amendment, white southerners received their right to vote and began 

ousting Radical Republicans from southern institutions. By 1871, numerous southern 

states, especially those that bordered the North, had been “redeemed,” including 

Kentucky, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginia, Tennessee and Missouri.9 Although 

the majority of these states regained control via support from disheartened 

Republicans, the states nevertheless took control of their own legislatures. 

The second method of southern “redemption” relied heavily on violence, 

specifically by the Ku Klux Klan. From the years 1868 – 1871, 

The [Ku Klux] Klan was a military force serving the interests of the 
Democratic party, the planter class, and all those who desired the 
restoration of white supremacy. Its purposes were political, but political 
in the broadest sense, for it sought to affect power relations, both public 
and private, throughout Southern society. It aimed to reverse the 
interlocking changes sweeping over the South during Reconstruction: 
to destroy the Republican party’s infrastructure, undermine the 
Reconstruction state, reestablish control of the black labor force, and 
restore racial subordination in ever aspect of Southern life.10 

8 In his work Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863 – 1877 (New York:
Harper and Row, 1988), Eric Foner discusses the difficulties Republicans faced in enforcing 
reconstruction in the South. Specifically, chapter nine, “The Challenge of Enforcement,” outlines the 
early attempts of southern redemption schemes.  

9 Ibid., 421.
10 Ibid., 426.
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Thus, the Klan terrorized any and all persons associated with Republican politics or 

Reconstruction policies. Neither blacks nor whites were immune to Klan violence as 

many victims were beat, whipped, or, more often than not, murdered.  

The consequences of racial violence greatly affected Radical Reconstruction 

policies and Republican control of the South. The fear of the Klan precipitated 

numerous Republicans refusing to run in state elections, creating a power vacuum 

Democrats were more than willing to fill. Additionally, the brutality of the Klan 

toward Republicans and Republican institutions left many southern Republicans 

disheartened with Reconstruction.11  

As the South slowly slipped from Republican rule, Ulysses S. Grant looked to 

his cabinet for answers to Klan violence. In April of 1871 Congress passed the Ku 

Klux Klan Act which, for the first time in American history, made certain offenses 

punishable under federal law. Southern Democrats decried the act as another instance 

of Republican despotic rule and argued that national regulation of local matters would 

bring about the dissolution of local self-government. 

While southerners “redeemed” the south, U.S./Mexico border states, such as 

Texas, dealt with what historian David Montejano calls the “race situation.”12 

Throughout the 1870s, Anglo-Texan ranchers relied heavily on the cattle trade and, 

due to the high market value of cattle, Anglos and Mexican nationals crossed the Rio 

Grande to steal and re-brand livestock. In doing so the perpetrator would, 

theoretically, make an immediate profit with little to no consequence. In fact, this was 

11 Ibid., 442-43
12 David Montejano, Anglos and Mexicans in the Making of Texas, 1836-1986(Austin:

University of Texas Press, 1987), 82. 
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not the case. Violence characterized the border at this time as both Anglos and 

Mexicans clashed over the issue of stolen cattle. Yet the issue of cattle was no the only 

point of contention. In his work The Called Them Greasers, Arnoldo de Leon argues 

that, “the conflict took on overtones of a contest for racial supremacy.”13 

Consequently, Anglos, instead of identifying and legally prosecuting those few 

Mexican national guilty of stealing cattle, implicated Mexicans as a whole for the 

conflict. Anglos claimed Mexicans were “on a rampage promiscuously killing whites, 

capturing children and carrying them off to Mexico as slaves, and even violating white 

women.”14 Along with this racial typecasting, Anglos along the border believed 

Mexicans should be included in the same category of racial inferiority as blacks and 

Indians, further exemplifying the perceived superiority by Anglos over the racially 

inferior “other.” 15 

 While the violence on the border predominantly attracted the attention of those 

politicians and populace living in U.S./Mexico border states, the conflict nevertheless 

garnered national attention. Newspapers heavily reported on border issues and 

violence, presenting Mexicans as problematic and racially inferior. For example, May 

23, 1873 edition of the New York Tribune reported on border violence and conflated 

bandits, American Indians, and Mexicans.16 The article, titled “Troublesome 

Neighbors,” described the equestrian skill of “bandits, whether ‘greaser’ or Indian.”17 

                                                
13 Arnoldo De Leon, They Called Them Greasers: Anglo Attitudes toward Mexicans in Texas, 

1821-1900 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 1983), 96. 
14 Ibid., 97.  
15 Ibid., 97.  
16 "Troublesome Neighbors," Tribune (New York, NY), May 23, 

1873, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83030214/1873-05-26/ed-1/seq-4/&gt. 
17 Ibid.,  
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The paper then describes the disappointing political nature of Mexico, going as far as 

saying that the Mexican authorities on the northern border “undoubtedly connive at 

the raids.”  

 While the origins of the term are contested, many historians believe “greaser” 

started as a racial pejorative against American Indians. According to De Leon, Anglos 

who identified Mexicans as “greasers” “may well have applied [the term] to Indians as 

well, since the Indians’ olive color was thought to be a result of their practice of 

anointing their skins with oils and greases.”18 Anglos, then, used the term as a means 

of racial differentiation. A “greaser” was not white and, therefore, racially inferior. 

Anglos also extended the racist notion of unhygienic practices, at the time associated 

with blacks, to Mexicans as well. For Anglos, “dark colors connotated filth and 

therefore Mexicans were a dirty, putrid people, existing in squalor.”19 Thus, the New 

York Tribune evoked the racist terminology found in the border regions of the Untied 

States, suggesting that notions of supposed Mexican racial inferiority were not 

exclusive to the border states, but to the United States at large. Moreover, the 

Tribune’s description of Mexicans as “conniving” elicited notions of deceit, further 

denigrating Mexicans as an amoral people.  

 Myriad papers recounted both the cattle raids and the violence associated with 

them. For example, the Ohio based Ashtabula Telegraph reported on the raids and the 

possibility of President Grant sending military support. “The military force,” stated the 

Telegraph, “[is] now engulfed in fighting the Indians… [and] guarding the Texas 

                                                
18 De Leon, They Called Them Greasers, 16.  
19 Ibid., 17. 
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frontier against Mexican greasers.”20 Other papers used this overtly racialized rhetoric, 

but in different ways. For instance, another Ohio based paper, the Gallipolis Journal, 

ran a lengthy article, titled “A Trip Across the Plains to Santa Fe, New Mexico.” The 

author of the article described Santa Fe as such: 

It is a Mexican town in every sense of the word, with its Plaza and one story 
adobe buildings surrounding, and narrow streets, more like alleys, leading in 
every direction…The Plaza is an open square, more or less ornamented by 
means of trees, shrubbery and flowers, where your Mexican, lazy and shiftless, 
loves to loll beneath the shade when the sun shines hot.21  

Numerous aspects of the article perpetuated the paradigmatic Anglo racism of the 

early nineteenth century. First, and most overt, the description of Mexicans as “lazy 

and shiftless” whom “loll beneath the shade” belittled Mexicans as indolent and, 

therefore, opposite the hardworking, Anglo American. Yet a closer reading reveals the 

racist ideology of the author, specifically in the phrase “your Mexican.” The author 

not only described the Santa Fe infrastructure but Mexicans as well, noting on both the 

layout of the city and its residents in a matter-of-fact tone. Yet the tone shifted from 

descriptive to zoological.  Mexicans were not a people, but a simple, lazy species only 

important to the landscape of Santa Fe. Thus, the Mexicans of Santa Fe supposedly 

embodied Mexicans as a while, characterizing them as indolent, lazy, and, ultimately, 

unimportant in comparison to the land associated with them.  

Where the Gallipolis Journal described Mexicans in modestly zoological 

terms, the West Virginian based Democrat unashamedly categorized Mexicans as an 

20 Ashtabula Telegraph (Ashtabula, OH), April 2, 1875,
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88078580/1875-04-02/ed-1/seq-2/&gt. 

21 Gallipolis Journal (Gallipolis, OH), July 21, 1870,
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85038121/1870-07-21/ed-1/seq-1/&gt. 
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inferior race. An article, simply titled “Significance of Hair,” assigned personality 

traits and intellectual capacity based on the color and the lay of hair. After an 

assessment of the wavy or curly nature of hair and its affect on personality, the article 

states,  

The dark haired races are physically the strongest, but less endowed 
intellectually than the fair-haired. The first are more inclined to manual labor 
and active exercise, and the last to mental exertion. The dark races are workers, 
the light races thinkers, poets, artists, etc. 

Black hair indicates strength, and predominance of the bilious 
temperament, as in the Spaniard, the Malay, the Mexican, the Indian, and the 
Negro.  

Red hair is a sign of ardor, passion, and intensity of feeling, and purity 
of character, and goes with the sanguine temperament, as in the Scotch, the 
Irish, the Swede, the Dane, etc., etc. 

Auburn hair is found most frequently in connection with the lymphatic 
temperament, and indicates delicacy and refinement of taste, and, if the mind 
be cultivated, fine moral and intellectual power. It is common among the 
Germans, the Danes, and Anglo-Saxons.22 

 
The excerpt offers an example of the racialized rhetoric propagated by the U.S. press 

during the 1870s. For the Gallipolis Journal, the characteristics of hair—which 

conveniently offered a critique on race—determined both mental capacity and 

predisposed ability for manual labor. The “darker races,” known for their “bilious,” 

sickening temperament, were biologically inclined for hard labor and, therefore, meant 

to work the field. Due to their inferior intellectual competence, Spaniards, Indians, 

African Americans, Malays, and Mexicans depended on the Anglo and their superior 

mental ability for guidance. Moreover, the “dark races” innately lacked creative ability 

and morality—characteristics inherent to the “light races.” Thus, hard labor at the 

behest of Anglos awaited the “dark races,” including Mexicans.  
                                                

22 "Significance of Hair," Democrat (Weston, WV), March 10, 1873, 
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84026840/1873-03-10/ed-1/seq-4/&gt.  
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In addition to the overt biological racism of the excerpt, the “Significance of 

Hair” mirrored the Ashtabula Telegraph’s “A Trip Across the Plains to Santa Fe, New 

Mexico,” specifically in Gallipolis Journal’s use “the” to denote the entirety of a race. 

In doing so, the Gallipolis Journal characterized entire peoples based solely on hair 

color and race. Thus,  “the Mexican” or “the Negro” became homogenous and lacked 

personality. This, in turn, allowed for the propagation of Anglo paradigmatic racism. 

In eliding the personal aspects of Mexicans, African Americans, and Indians, Anglos 

could disregard the respective race as inferior.  

As border violence intensified along in the U.S. Southwest, newspapers, 

regardless of geographical location, described Mexicans as biologically deficient. Any 

rhetoric that regarding Mexicans, whether “Mexicanization” or otherwise, conveyed 

racialized connotations. Mexicans—for both the U.S. press and, consequently, the 

U.S. populace—were not only culturally bankrupt due to their inability to govern, but 

also genetically inadequate. Thus, the racialized rhetoric used to describe Mexicans 

echoed the racist sentiments of John Adams, Stephen F. Austin, and James K. Polk 

and exacerbated extant Anglo-American racism.  

Along with notions of Mexican biological deficiency, Anglo disregard for 

Mexican sovereignty once again entered into public discourse. By 1873, newspapers 

throughout the United States reported on the prospect of U.S. annexation of Mexican 

territory, namely the states of Chihuahua, Sonora, and Lower (or Baja) California for 

commercial gain. American businessmen, with the prospect of running or confiscating 

Mexico’s copper and silver mines, proposed either “the absolute cession of the States 

of Chihuahua, Sonora, and Lower California, or for the granting of extraordinary 
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privileges.”23 According to the New York based Sun, President Grant, while never 

explicitly calling for annexation, favored the acquisition of Mexican territory. In order 

to back up the claim, the Sun reported on and subsequently condemned President 

Grant’s ordering of a one Colonel McKenzie into Mexican territory to track the 

Kickapoo—a Native-American tribe who claimed both sides of the Untied 

States/Mexico border. For the Sun, Grant’s indifference toward Mexican sovereignty, 

expressed by Colonel McKenzie’s venture, suggested his approval of annexing 

Mexican territory.  

Two years later the Los Angeles based Daily Herald described similar 

annexation plans. Calling the annexation scheme a borrego (poorly translated as 

“joke” in Spanish), the paper stated, “A scheme that was to annex a large portion of 

Mexico to the United States would very naturally arouse Americans and Mexicans to 

the highest degree.”24 The article then decried the notion, arguing that any invasion on 

the part of the United States would only be to rob Mexico. The Daily Herald 

continued, stating U.S. annexation of Mexican territory would only prompt European 

countries, such as Germany, Great Britain, France, and Spain, to defend their 

investments and, therefore, oppose American movement into the territory. Along with 

the international crisis that would ensue, the Daily Herald  pointed to the amicable 

relationship between the United States and Mexico:  

The Mexicans will feel shocked and insulted, and the Americans who are at 
heart working for the interest of Mexico may be suspected, thus making a 
feeling of distrust on both sides. American enterprise has done much for 

23 "A Stupendous Scheme," The Sun (New York, NY), May 27,
1873, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84038806/1875-12-31/ed-1/seq-2/.

24 "Mexico and California," Daily Herald (Los Angeles, CA), December 31,
1875, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84038806/1875-12-31/ed-1/seq-2/.
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Mexico of late years, and the Mexicans have generously and nobly accepted 
the aid and brain of Americans to bring their country out of the chaos produced 
by so many revolutions. The relations between both peoples have been friendly 
of late and it is for us who believe in peace, in friendship and in good works to 
annul the vile accusations of those bad men who would like to fatten upon the 
ruin of the people.25 
 

Although the Daily Herald condemned any plans of annexation, the paper 

nevertheless returned to notions of Anglo-American superiority. American enterprise 

in Mexico was not for the benefit of the U.S. entrepreneurs and businesses but for the 

Mexican people. Mexico’s persistent revolutions and seemingly apparent cultural 

backwardness necessitated the “aid and brain of Americans.” Moreover, the Daily 

Herald’s utopian understanding of Anglo/Mexican relations, which had been “friendly 

of late,” elided the characteristically violent interactions between Anglos and 

Mexicans throughout the 1870s. Thus, the Daily Herald highlighted the seemingly 

positive aspects of U.S.-Mexico relations, boasting U.S. paternalism as the rationale 

behind American enterprise.  

 While the New York Sun and the Los Angeles Daily Herald, along with 

numerous other newspapers, reported on and subsequently denounced two separate 

instances of U.S. plans to annex Mexico, the papers nevertheless attest to the 

continued disregard of Mexican territory by Anglo-Americans. Even when critiquing 

plans of annexation, notions of Anglo American cultural and racial superiority 

pervaded the denunciations. Ultimately, border violence, coupled with the notions of 

Mexican biological deficiency and continual discussion of annexation of Mexican 

territory, influenced the connotation of “Mexicanization.” Although heavily 

                                                
25 Ibid.  
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politicized, “Mexicanization” carried heavily racialized overtones and, therefore, 

propagated Anglo-American paradigmatic racism toward Mexicans.   

As President Grant dealt with border violence and accusations of U.S. 

territorial expansion, the United States entered into an era of economic depression. 

Known until the 1930s as the Great Depression, the depression of 1873—or the Panic 

of 1873—lasted, with sporadic recovery, until the end of the century. The economic 

boom generated in the aftermath of the Civil War faltered, as the pillar of the nation’s 

banking establishment, Jay Cooke and Company, collapsed. Consequently, over half 

of U.S. railroads, including the Northern Pacific Railroad—the company responsible 

much of the post-Civil War growth—defaulted on their bonds. This, in turn, greatly 

affected those industries that supplied the railroad companies. The U.S. populace, 

specifically workers and farmers, experienced the full force of the depression. With 

their livelihoods at stake, agricultural and industrial workers protested, compounding 

the already tumultuous social conditions of the United States.  It is in this chaotic 

social, political, and economic era that the presidential election of 1876 would take 

place and, consequently, become one of the most contested presidential elections in 

United States history.26  

The Presidential Election of 1876: The Apogee of “Mexicanization” 

As the United States faltered under the stress of economic depression, the U.S. 

populace turned to the government for solutions—solutions the Republican Party 

failed to provide. In control of the House of Representatives, the Senate, and the 

26 For more on the Panic of 1876, see Chapter 11, “The Politics of Depression,” in Eric
Foner’s Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877, which provided the majority of 
the information for this paragraph.  
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presidency immediately following the Civil War, Republicans lost key elections in 

1874 amid the economic crisis. Disheartened by Democratic response to 

reconstruction, Southern Republicans lost hope in the national Republican Party. 

Moreover, the abysmal economic situation of the United States, coupled with 

numerous instances of Republican corruption, resulted in national dissatisfaction with 

the Republican Party as a whole. To make matters worse, the Republican presidential 

candidate, Rutherford B. Hayes, lacked the charisma of both Abraham Lincoln and 

Ulysses S. Grant and, according to historian Eric Foner, would “shrink rather than 

grow in office.”27 

Conversely, the Democratic candidate, Samuel J. Tilden, offered much in the 

way of economic and political reform. Although Tilden was “cold, aloof…[and] not a 

very likable individual,” he nevertheless had an impeccable political career. Before 

becoming the governor of New York in 1875—an example of the Republican losses in 

1874— Tilden led the investigation and eventual overthrow of the Tweed Ring.28 

Moreover, Tilden ran on an anti-corruption and depression ticket, vowing to return the 

country to its virtuous roots and end the economic crisis. With the Republican Party 

waning in popularity, Tilden and the Democratic Party appeared the clear favorites to 

win the election. Indeed, on the night of the election Tilden carried many northern 

states, including New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut, and, with expected 

27 Foner, Reconstruction, 567.
28 The Tweed Ring, a Democratic political machine run by William M. “Boss Tweed,”

operated throughout the 19th century. For more information on William M. “Boss” Tweed and the 
Tweed Ring, also known as Tammany Hall. see Edwin G. Burrows and Mike Wallace, Gotham: A 
History of New York City to 1898 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999).  
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victories on the West Coast and the South, had all but won the election.29 Tilden’s 

victory, however, never manifested and Hayes, with the assistance of the Republican 

machinery in key states, won the election.  

It is at this moment in U.S. history that “Mexicanization” reached its full 

potential as a political pejorative. In light of the economy and Republican corruption, 

Democratic newspapers prior to the election argued that “Republicans have already 

revolutionized and “Mexicanized” the government…[and] it is to prevent the 

‘Mexicanizing’ of the government that induces Democrats to probe corruptions which 

even the Mexican people would scorn in their periodical revolutions.”30 Taken from 

the June 6, 1876 edition of the Memphis Daily Appeal, the quote exemplifies 

Democratic sentimentality in 1876. For the Daily Appeal, Democrats and Democratic 

principles were the vanguard of change. The virulent political corruption of 

Republicans could only be dismantled if the nation was under Democratic control. 

Moreover, the political climate of the United States was so bad that it would make 

“even” the supposedly backward, culturally inferior Mexican cringe.  

Apparent Republican corruption during the 1876 campaign only intensified 

“Mexicanization” rhetoric. Historian Gregory P. Downs, in his article “The 

“Mexicanization” of American Politics: the United States’ Transnational Path from 

Civil War to Stabilization,” rightfully argues that the American populace “worried that 

the line between violence and politics—obscured by the Civil War—might evaporate 

29 Foner, Reconstruction, 575.
30 "The Reaction," Daily Appeal (Memphis, TN), June 6,

1876, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045160/1878-06-06/ed-1/seq-2/.
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completely in the heat of a contested presidency.”31 Consequently, Americans, with 

the image of Porfirio Diaz and the Tuxtepec Revolution in mind, further equated 

Mexican culture and politics with consistent civil war and chaos. Downs also correctly 

addresses the prevalence of “Mexicanization” rhetoric throughout the 1870s. He 

states,  

“The shorthand terms ‘Mexicanization’ and ‘Mexicanized,’ born during the 
overlapping 1860s wars [the American Civil War and French Intervention in 
Mexico], spread rapidly after the disputed 1876 election, appearing in many 
hundreds of newspaper articles, in private correspondence, and on the floor of 
congress.32  
 

The controversial and divisive presidential election of 1876, therefore, precipitated in 

increased use of “Mexicanization.” The escalation of “Mexicanization,” combined 

with the increasingly racialized rhetoric surrounding U.S.-Mexico border violence, 

concretized extant Anglo-American racist sentiment toward Mexicans. Moreover, 

Anglo-American arguments of Mexican biological deficiency signify the racial 

connotation of “Mexicanization.” Even though “Mexicanization” explicitly served as a 

political critique in the 1870s, the term nevertheless suggested the cultural and 

physiological inferiority of Mexicans. After all, “Mexicanization” indicted the guilty 

party of acting like a culturally bankrupt, backward Mexican and not a virtuous 

American. 

 Between the 1876 and 1880 the rhetoric of “Mexicanization”, as argued by 

Downs, spread rapidly. This dissemination of “Mexicanization” directly correlated 

with accusations of Republican corruption in and the congressional investigation of 

                                                
31 Downs, “The Mexicanization of American Politics,” 387.  
32 Ibid., 387.  
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the presidential election of 1876. Even after the inauguration of Rutherford B. Hayes 

on Marcy 3, 1877, many Democrats denied the validity of the election and called for a 

special investigation.33 Thus, in May of 1878 the House of Representatives formed the 

Potter Committee. Republicans censured the formation of the committee as another 

example of Democratic inability to accept defeat. “Samule J. Tilden is at the bottom of 

the Mexicanizing scheme,” stated the St. Johnsbury Caledonian, “He [Tilden] is doing 

more to-day to unsettle the government and bring it into disgrace than any American 

who ever lived except [Confederate president] Jefferson Davis.”34 For the Caledonian, 

the divisive nature of Samuel J. Tilden’s “Mexicanizing Scheme” was tantamount to 

confederate rebellion. Other Republican newspapers dismissed Democratic charges of 

corruption in the 1876 election, stating that the only “interest of [the Republican Party] 

is in favor of law and order and opposed to the Mexicanizing process of deciding 

elections by revolutionary methods.”35 If any sense of the virtuous nature of the 

Republican Party was lost on the reader, the article, “Anticipation of Trouble,” overtly 

contrasted the United States and Mexico. “The United States is not Mexico,” stated the 

article, “and Mexican processes will not have support.”36  

Where Republicans based their “Mexicanization” rhetoric on the rebellious 

nature of the South, Democrats’ allegations of Republican corruption and oppressive 

policy set the precedent for the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” that would follow after 

33 Karen Guenther, "Potter Committee Investigation of the Disputed Election of 1876," The
Florida Historical Quarterly 61, no. 3 (January 1983): 281, http://www.jstor.org/stable/30149125. 

34 St. Johnsbury Caledonian (St. Johnsbury, VT), June 14, 1878,
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84023253/1878-06-14/ed-1/seq-2/&gt. 

35 "Anticipation of Trouble," Ashtabula Telegraph (Ashtabula, OH), November 24,
1876, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88078580/1876-11-24/ed-1/seq-1/.  

36 Ibid.
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the 1876 election. For example, the June 7, 1878 edition of the Memphis Daily Appeal 

reported on the Potter Committee, stating “there is no thought of revolution, and…the 

Potter resolutions look only to the exposure of men and the means by which sovereign 

States were really Mexicanized in order that Hayes might be made President, in order 

that the south might be prevented from sharing in the administration.”37 The article in 

the Daily Appeal continued, indicting Republican Radicalism for the 

“Mexicanization” of the government. “All this Mexicanizing has ceased—thanks to 

the Democratic Party. It was only possible to Radicalism. The Democratic Party—the 

party of law and order—could not and will not consent to any Mexicanizing schemes. 

It will not permit the country to be Mexicanized by the theft of the Presidency.”38 

 Thus, for both Republican and Democratic presses each party “Mexicanized” 

the country in different ways. For Republicans, Democratic calls for an investigation 

exemplified the supposed rebellious nature of the South. In demanding an inquiry into 

the 1876 presidential election, Republicans feared violent upheaval from the South 

and another civil war—a future that mirrored Mexican ways of governing. Conversely, 

Democrats understood Republican political corruption through the rhetoric of 

“Mexicanization.” Republican scheming imitated the conniving nature of Mexicans 

and, as such, warranted the pejorative “Mexicanization.” 

 

 

                                                
37 Daily Appeal (Memphis, TN), June 7, 

1878, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83045160/1878-06-07/ed-1/seq-1/.  
38 Ibid. 
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Greenbackism, the Presidential Election of 1880, and “Mexicanization,” 1880 - 

1881 

Where the presidential election of 1876 intensified “Mexicanization” rhetoric, 

the issue of Greenbackism and the presidential election of 1880 assisted in the 

continual use of the political pejorative in the American press.39 An extensive history 

of Greenbackism in the United States is beyond the scope of the current project, but a 

brief retelling of the movement’s major moments is needed in order to understand 

“Mexicanization” rhetoric in 1880. As the American Civil War escalated in 1862, both 

the Union and the Confederacy looked for ways to finance the war and, with specie 

running low, each government approved the printing of paper money. For the Union, 

the Legal Tender Act of 1862 authorized the treasury to issue one hundred and fifty 

million in notes. The greenback, unlike its Confederate rival, was backed by the gold 

standard. The notes could be converted into federal bonds and exchanged for gold.40  

Meant only as a war measure, the greenback nevertheless persisted as a means 

of currency throughout the remainder of the 1860s and into the 1870s. The financial 

crisis of 1873, however, led many politicians to demand a return to a specie only 

currency. Thus, in 1875 Congress passed the Resumption Act, which called for the 

retirement of all greenbacks beginning 1879.41 This act, however, would receive 

39 This contradicts Gregory Downs’s assertion that “by the 1880s, “Mexicanization” suggested
the strength and stability of ‘every Spanish-American or Portuguese-American state,’” and that “the 
bitter 1890s currency debates…unleashed sharper visions of racial and cultural superiority as 
Republicans charged Populists and Silver Democrats with ‘Mexicanizing’ the money standard.” (407). 
The rhetoric of “Mexicanization” connoted the same racial overtones throughout the 1880s and 
throughout the 1890s.  

40 H. W. Brands, Greenback Planet: How the Dollar Conquered the World and Threatened
Civilization as We Know It (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2011),12. 

41 Ibid., 16.
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substantial backlash from many Americans, most notably farmers and debtors who 

relied on the greenback for their livelihood. This would lead to myriad independent 

parties that fractured the overtly conservative Democratic power base in the South 

and, considering many of these factions supported the greenback, the party affiliates 

were known as Greenbackers.42  

As conservative Democrats decried the continual use of greenbacks and 

demanded a return to the gold standard, Republicans recalled Democratic secession 

and the Civil War. For example, the July 27, 1880 edition of the Sacramento Daily 

Record-Union described the prospective future of the United States if the Democrats 

won the 1880 presidential election. The paper stated, “nothing can be anticipated from 

the success of such a party but the sudden abandonment of every attempt at reform, a 

swift reversion to the old spoils system, and the letting loose, with power in their 

hands, of all the soft money, repudiating, Mexicanizing elements in the land.”43 For 

the Daily Record-Union, Mexicanizing encompassed every negative facet of 

Democratic ideology and practice. The reforms instituted by the Republican Party 

would be dismantled. Democrats would appoint only those who ideologically agreed 

with conservative principles. Lastly, the greenback would be eliminated, leading the 

country into further economic crisis.  

                                                
42 The intricacies of the greenback policy and politicians, much like the issue of Greenbackism 

as a whole, are beyond the scope of the current project. For more information on the political currents 
of the south see Dewey W. Grantham’s The Life and Death of the Solid South: A Political 
History (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1988). 
 

43 Daily Record-Union (Sacramento, CA), July 27, 
1880, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn82014381/1880-07-27/ed-1/seq-2/. 
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In October of the same year, the Daily Record-Union again attacked the 

Democratic Party. The article, “The Kind of Change They Propose,” begins by 

elaborating on the relative stability of the United States because of Republican 

institutions, stating, 

At present it [the United States] is prosperous. It has a sound currency, a stable 
credit, a flourishing commerce, a bright future before it. It has no ailments save 
those for which the Democracy is responsible. And now the latter comes 
forward and says it is prepared to change all this, and while we cannot doubt 
the truth of the assertion we must demur to the wisdom of the experiment. It 
offers to give us Mexicanization at the South, Greenbackism at the North, 
repudation as a national institution, a depreciated currency, a collapsed credit, 
and a ruined commerce. No other changes can come of Democratic 
supremacy.44 

The article was anything but complimentary of Democrats and Democratic practices. 

Mirroring the July 27, 1880 article, “The Kind of Change They Propose” further 

denounced Democrats for “Mexicanizing” the country. Once again, Democrats, if 

given the opportunity to control the country, would only destroy the prosperous and 

virtuous United States built by Republicans. 

While some Democratic newspapers concerned themselves with 

Greenbackism, the majority focused on the upcoming presidential election of 1880. 

For Democrats, the corruption of Republicans, exemplified in the 1876 presidential 

election, would undoubtedly affect the outcome of the presidential election of 1880. 

For example, on November 15, 1879 the Democratic newspaper the Lexington Weekly 

Intelligencer reported on the state elections of New York. The article stated, “The 

radicals in the interior of New York have been doctoring the returns in order to declare 

44 "The Kind of Change They Propose," Daily Record-Union (Sacramento, CA), October 2,
1880, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn82014381/1880-10-02/ed-1/seq-4/. 
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their state ticket elected…It is a repetition of the fraud of ’76 on a small scale. The 

government of this country is becoming Mexicanized very fast when elections are 

determined after the day on which the people vote.”45  

 Numerous other Democratic newspapers utilized “Mexicanization” rhetoric to 

describe the Republican party and Republican institutions. In the months leading up to 

the election, the San Marcos, Texas based San Marcos Free Press projected the 

outcome of the election in terms of “Mexicanization.” The article begins by stating, 

If the Republican party succeeds in electing Garfield and Arthur whose 
corruptions and venality, have been unquestionably established by the leading 
men of their own party, then centralism and consolidation will naturally follow 
and the country will be swallowed in the vortex of Revolution and 
Mexicanized to all intents and purpose. Pronuciamentos [sic] in the various 
sections of our land will become as common as in Mexico.46 
 

Much like Democratic newspapers following the Civil War, the Free Press evoked the 

rhetoric of “Mexicanization” to describe not only Republican corruption, but 

oppression as well. Republicans would, supposedly, centralize power, leaving 

southern states—whose very ideology depended on the autonomy of the states—to be 

controlled by the corrupt Republican machine. Moreover, Democratic discontent 

would lead to revolution or pronunciamientos (loosely translated as “revolt”).47 In 

many ways, the United States would mirror Mexico, something the Free Press never 

wanted to see.  

                                                
45 Weekly Intelligencer (Lexington, MO), November 15, 

1879, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn87052143/1879-11-15/ed-1/seq-2/. 
46 Free Press (San Marcos, TX), October 9, 

1880, http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn86088181/1880-10-09/ed-1/seq-2/. 
47 For more information on pronunciamientos see Will Fowler’s edited collection Celebrating 

Insurrection: The Commemoration and Representation of the Nineteenth-century Mexican 
Pronunciamiento (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2012). 
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Whether Republicans accused Democrats of Mexicanizing the government or 

vice versa, the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” served as one of the primary political 

pejoratives of the era. Moreover, the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” intensified as 

extreme political divisiveness became the norm. Thus, the idea of Mexico in the 

American public mind deteriorated, regardless of Mexico’s relative stability following 

the French Intervention. 

Conclusion  

Whether used by Democrats as a critique of Republican corruption or a 

Republican accusation of Democratic rebellious nature, the rhetoric of 

“Mexicanization” greatly affected the image of Mexico in the United States. The idea 

of Mexico was anything but positive. Mexico—and by implication Mexicans—was an 

inherently violent, unruly, and devious place. Its people, as seen by the violence on the 

border, were degenerate and warranted the use of violence. Mexico and Mexicans 

represented the opposite of all that was American and, as such, served as a the 

antithetical “other.” 

Moreover, the increased contact of Mexicans and Americans after the 

Mexican-American war produced an environment in which Anglo-American racism 

could grow, especially in terms of Mexican biological deficiency. The term “greaser” 

became common throughout the borderlands and the northeast, and invoked a sense of 

Mexican inferiority on a physiological level. This Anglo-American racism of 

Mexicans, based on the notion of biological superiority informed “Mexicanization” 

rhetoric.  
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Along with the intensification of Anglo-American racism toward Mexicans, 

the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” increased as the tumultuous decade of the 1870s 

progressed. The ideological rift between Democrats and Republicans deepened during 

this time. Republican and Democratic presses, in light of the numerous social, 

economic, and political issues of the time—which included the violence along the 

U.S./Mexico border, the Panic of 1873, and the presidential election of 1876—relied 

heavily on the rhetoric of “Mexicanization.” After all, because each party accused the 

other of acting without virtue, the parties needed the most un-American example with 

which to compare each other. Unfortunately, the idea of Mexico served this very 

purpose.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION

“In England whenever a politician does anything which doesn’t bear the seal of 
approved precedent, which impresses the people as rude or revolutionary, he is said to 
be ‘Americanizing’ English politics—just as we talk about ‘Mexicanizing’ our home 

politics.”1 

— The Asheville Citizen, December 15, 1885 

Taken from the December 15, 1885 edition of the North Carolina based 

Asheville Citizen, the aforementioned quote described the English equivalent of 

Mexicanizing: Americanizing. According to the Citizen, English politicians, much like 

their American counterparts, utilized the rhetoric of Americanization when describing 

something or someone as non-English. By implication, the British populace 

considered Americans to be innately revolutionary and, as such, inferior. Thus, the 

United States, for all of its supposed cultural and political superiority, was 

nevertheless considered second rate by another nation—the same way the United 

States regarded Mexico as a culturally inferior “other” in which to compare. 

 In many ways, “Americanization” speaks to the highly politicized nature of 

“Mexicanization” as argued by Downs. After all, the United States and Great Britain 

shared numerous political and cultural traits. “Americanization,” however, also 

illustrates the uniqueness of “Mexicanization” rhetoric, specifically its racial 

overtones. Mexico, seen by many Americans as an inherently backward country filled 

with a racially and culturally deficient people, was to be understood as the epitome of 

that which was un-American. The racialized connotation of “Mexicanization,” 

1 "Americanizing," The Asheville Citizen (Asheville, N.C.), December 15, 1885,
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn84020682/1885-12-15/ed-1/seq-3/. 
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therefore, differentiates itself from “Americanization”—a term used to describe the 

political inadequacies of the United States.  

 The current study has examined U.S. perceptions or imaginings of Mexico in 

the latter half of the nineteenth century, focusing specifically on the American political 

pejorative “Mexicanization.” Specifically, this study argues that the existence of 

“Mexicanization” in U.S. public and political discourse from 1862–1880 exacerbated 

extant negative views of Mexico by the United States—deleterious understandings 

based on U.S. filibustering, the Texas Revolution, and the Mexican-American War. 

Moreover, this study argues that the notion of Mexico, rhetorically or otherwise, has 

continually been in the national narrative of the United States. Much of the scholarly 

literature concerning U.S.–Mexico relations in the latter half of the nineteenth century 

focuses exclusively on Anglo-American/Mexican relations along the border. In doing 

so, American imaginings of Mexico and how these imaginings damaged Americans’ 

understanding of Mexicans have gone largely unexamined.   

First and foremost, the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” exacerbated Americans’ 

historically negative and racist perception of Mexicans. American notions of cultural 

and racial superiority toward Mexico and Mexicans began in the early nineteenth 

century. Chapter 1 historicized this American racist sentiment, focusing on early 

instances of American disregard for Mexican sovereignty. American indifference to 

Mexican sovereignty manifested in many ways, including, but not limited to, U.S. 

filibustering into both Spanish Mexico and then Independent Mexico, Texas 

independence from Mexico, U.S. annexation of Texas, and the Mexican-American 

War.  
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U.S. filibustering campaigns into both Spanish Mexico and Independent 

Mexico illustrate some of the earliest instances of American indifference to Mexican 

sovereignty. For example, Zebulon Pike’s illegal spying expedition into Spanish 

Mexico—with the intent of reporting his findings to the U.S. government—

exemplifies early notions of supposed American cultural superiority. With these 

unauthorized ventures into Mexico, many filibusters, whether supported by the U.S. 

government or seeking personal gain, considered Spain and Mexico unworthy of the 

land they governed.  

U.S. filibustering campaigns ultimately amounted to little, as Mexico retained 

its territory and responded to U.S. filibusters. Mexico, however, would lose significant 

amounts of territory with the independence of Texas, as well as Texas’ annexation to 

the United States. Both instances further exemplify supposed notions of American 

cultural and racial superiority. In the case of Texas Independence, many American 

immigrants to Mexican Texas refused to abide by Mexican laws—laws that required 

immigrants to learn Spanish and convert to Catholicism. Numerous other factors also 

contributed to Texas secession, yet American disregard for and rebellion against 

Mexican law resulted in Mexico’s loss of Texas.  

Although Texas claimed independence in 1836, the Mexican government 

refused to acknowledg Texas sovereignty, considering Texas to be rebellious state 

and, therefore, part of the Mexico. This, however, meant little to the United States and, 

specifically, President James K. Polk. Polk, running on an expansionist ticket in the 

presidential election of 1844, envisioned a United States that stretched from coast to 

coast. Both the Republic of Texas and Mexico, thus, hindered American westward 
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expansion and by 1845 the United States annexed the Republic of Texas. The Mexican 

government considered Texas annexation an act of war. After two bloody years, the 

Mexican-American War ended with the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo—a treaty 

requiring Mexico to cede half of its territory to the United States in exchange for a 

mere fifteen million dollars. The decisive American victory seemingly proved U.S. 

cultural and racial superiority.  

In addition to their perceptions of U.S. cultural supremacy—exemplified by 

Texas independence and the Mexican-American War—Americans understood Mexico 

and its politics as the antithesis of American democracy and civic virtue. The 

tumultuous political climate of Mexico from its inception throughout the 1860s, 

therefore, also informed the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” in the United States in the 

latter half of the nineteenth century. Shortly after gaining independence in 1821, 

Mexican politics—defined by a Conservative and Liberal rift—devolved into chaos. 

Conservatives, believing in a strong centralized government, called for the restoration 

of the monarchy and the predominance of the Catholic Church. Conversely, Liberals 

wanted the influence of the Catholic Church minimized, if not eradicated, and Mexico 

as a whole to modernize. From 1821 through the 1860s, Liberals and Conservatives 

vied for power—a conflict that culminated in the War of the Reform from 1857 – 

1861. This war pitted the ever-present Conservative Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna 

against the Liberal Benito Juarez and resulted in a Liberal victory. 

Mexico finally seemed on the road to a liberal, modern government. Yet 

European powers, specifically France, immediately interrupted Benito Juarez and the 

Liberal’s plans of modernization. In the early months of 1862, the French—intending 
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to re-establish a French Empire similar to that of Napoleon—landed in Mexico, 

forcing Juarez and the Liberals out of Mexico City and into the northern states of 

Mexico. For five years the Liberals battled the government of Maximilian I—the 

nephew of France’s Napoleon III. In 1867, the Liberals regained control of the country 

and Mexico finally experienced relative political peace. The chaotic nature of Mexican 

politics, therefore, served as the base for “Mexicanization” as a political pejorative.   

In addition to exacerbating Americans’ historically negative understanding of 

Mexico and Mexicans, the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” demonstrates the 

pervasiveness of Mexico in the national narrative of the United States. Chapters 2 and 

3 examined “Mexicanization” in U.S. political and public discourse from 1862 – 1880, 

highlighting the moments when Americans and, specifically, the U.S. press used 

“Mexicanization” as a political pejorative. For many Americans, the U.S. Civil War, 

the divisiveness of Reconstruction, and the presidential election of 1876 embodied the 

very opposite of that which was considered American. Thus, in seeking an antithetical 

exemplar to the United States, many Americans described their political opponents 

using the rhetoric of “Mexicanization.”  

Chapter 2 examined the early iterations of “Mexicanization” from 1861 – 

1869, concentrating on the U.S. Civil War and subsequent Reconstruction era. During 

this time, Americans and American presses, seeking to place the blame of the Civil 

War on either the North or the South, slandered their political opponents using the 

rhetoric of “Mexicanization.” The meaning of “Mexicanization” differed depending 

on the political party or press. For northern Republicans, “Mexicanization” connoted 

the resolution of political differences by civil war—a supposedly intrinsic 
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characteristic of Mexico practiced by the South and exemplified in Southern 

secession. Republicans, therefore, justified the extremity of Reconstruction with the 

Mexicanizing schemes of the South. Republicans believed that unless the South was 

forcefully kept under control, they would secede again and send the country into 

another civil war.  

Southern Democrats, however, understood “Mexicanization” in terms of 

Republican oppression, manifested in the Union Army’s scorched earth policy at the 

end of the Civil War, the Union army’s presence in the South following the Civil War, 

and in the numerous Reconstruction policies that affected white southerners’ ability to 

control local politics. Specifically, Democrats understood the redistricting of the South 

into military districts and the right of African Americans to vote as examples of 

Republican oppression and, therefore, “Mexicanization.” 

Whether used by Democrats or Republicans, “Mexicanization” was an overtly 

politicized term. Indeed, “Mexicanization” was an indictment, pointing out that which 

was inherently un-American about an opposing party’s politics. “Mexicanization,” 

however, also carried racialized overtones—overtones established in American 

notions of Mexican cultural and racial deficiency. Political cartoons during this time 

period exemplify these American notions of Mexican inferiority, portraying Mexico in 

zoological terms. The two cartoons evaluated in Chapter 2 depicted Mexico as a feral 

pig and a defiant rat respectively. In contrast, in each cartoon American and European 

characters—namely France’s Napoleon III and the personification of Great Britain, 

John Bull—maintained their human appearance. Thus, the publishers of the political 

cartoons considered Mexicans sub-human and animalistic in comparison to the white 
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race. This too insinuated cultural solidarity between Americans and Europeans. While 

larger geopolitical questions plagued American and European relations, namely in 

France’s violation of the Monroe Doctrine and Great Britain’s potential backing of the 

Confederacy, the United States and its European opponents nevertheless related in 

cultural and racial superiority. 

Chapter 3 further examined the racialized overtones of “Mexicanization,” 

arguing that although the term became heavily politicized in the 1870s, U.S.–Mexico 

border violence, coupled with Porfirio Diaz’s overthrow of the Mexican government, 

nevertheless bolstered American notions of cultural superiority. Along with the 

racialized violence along the border, the ideological rift between Democrats and 

Republicans widened throughout the 1870s, intensifying the rhetoric of 

“Mexicanization” and, consequently, damaging U.S. perceptions of Mexico. During 

this decade, the United States entered into a time of extreme uncertainty. The Panic of 

1873 sent the country into a deep depression, the 1876 presidential election brought 

the country to the brink of another civil war, and the issue of Greenbackism threatened 

the livelihood of millions of Americans, especially farmers.  

U.S.–Mexico border violence escalated throughout the 1870s due to the 

increasingly profitable cattle industry. In order to maximize profits, both American 

and Mexican cattle ranchers would steal, rebrand, and resell cattle. This, 

unsurprisingly, resulted in widespread violence between Mexicans and Americans. 

Even more problematic, however, was American perceptions of Mexicans. Instead of 

arresting and prosecuting the guilty party, Americans implicated the entire Mexican 

race as thieves. Thus, racialized violence became the norm along the U.S. – Mexico 
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border, as Americans, specifically Anglo-Americans, believed all Mexicans to be 

bloodthirsty degenerates. Americans called Mexicans “greasers” and newspapers ran 

articles describing the word and its racial implications. Other articles highlighted the 

differences between races in general, focusing on arbitrary characteristics such as hair 

for determining mental capacity or evaluating the supposed indolence of the Mexican 

race as a whole. Racialized violence along the border, as well as the widespread use of 

the term “greaser,” permeated the overt politicized nature of “Mexicanization.” 

While border violence intensified, Democrats and Republicans fought for 

political control of the United States. In 1876, Democrats were particularly hopeful as 

Republican control of the country waned. Democrats, with the help of the Ku Klux 

Klan and the ability of whites to vote, reclaimed control of the South, and the 

Democratic presidential candidate, Samuel J. Tilden, had an impressive track record as 

a businessman and politician. Conversely, the Republican candidate, Rutherford B. 

Hayes, lacked the charisma of either Abraham Lincoln or Ulysses S. Grant. Thus, the 

Democrats believed Tilden would win in a landslide, ending both Republican 

domination in the South and Reconstruction.  

Hayes, however, defeated Tilden. The Republican political machine in the 

South secured Hayes’s victory, leaving Democrats disappointed once again. 

Democrats decried the situation, accusing Republicans of corruption. The U.S. 

government formed a congressional committee, the Potter Committee, to investigate 

the election. It is at this moment that the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” reached its 

apex, as both Republicans and Democrats accused each other of “Mexicanizing” the 

government. Democrats labeled Republican corruption as the manifestation of 
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“Mexicanization.” Republicans evoked Southern secession, claiming that any 

investigation into the election was another instance of Democratic Mexicanizing 

schemes—the settlement of political differences by civil war and violence. In 

exchange for the presidency, Republicans agreed to remove northern military presence 

from the South and formally end Reconstruction.  

“Mexicanization” rhetoric persisted throughout the 1870s as Democrats 

continually denounced Republican corruption and Republicans decried Democratic 

grievances. “Mexicanization” as Gregory Downs argues, became heavily politicized 

during this decade and was used as a warning against the settling of political 

difference by civil war—a characteristic Americans believed distinct to Mexican 

culture and politics. Downs, however, too easily disregards the racialized overtones of 

“Mexicanization,” assuming political solidarity between the United States and Mexico 

throughout the 1870s. Moreover, Downs overlooks the consistence manifestations of 

American racism toward Mexicans.  

In closing, the current study has suggested that the rhetoric of 

“Mexicanization” exacerbated Americans’ negative perceptions of Mexicans. 

Moreover, the pervasive use of “Mexicanization” as a political pejorative continually 

denigrated Mexicans throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century—an era in 

which the notion of Mexico is traditionally left out of the U.S. national narrative. 

These assertions have, in turn, revealed areas of further study. Considering the 

majority of research for the current project relies on newspapers, further exploration of 

U.S. public and political discourse in throughout the twentieth century is needed. 

Indeed, an investigation into the nineteenth century U.S. culture—found in textbooks, 
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speeches, works of fiction, pictures, etc.—would greatly enhance the study of 

“Mexicanization.”  

Moreover, an examination of Mexico’s perception of the United States would 

provide a better understanding of the affects of American racism on Mexico. 

Numerous questions arise when considering Mexican perspectives of the United States 

in the nineteenth century, such as did Mexico have similar political pejorative 

connoting American culture? If so, what was it? What was Mexican public opinion 

toward the United States? What type of rhetoric accompanied reports on and responses 

to American intervention in the early part of the nineteenth century? These questions 

and many more would emphasize the transnational history of “Mexicanization” and its 

implications on U.S. – Mexico relations.  

Additionally, further study of “Mexicanization” past the 1880s is needed. The 

term continued throughout the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth 

centuries. The meaning of “Mexicanization,” however, changed once again during the 

1910s with the Mexican Revolution. The large influx of immigrants from Mexico into 

the United States concerned many borderlands inhabitants and U.S. politicians. Thus, 

as Miguel Levario has argued, “Mexicanization” became associated with demographic 

shifts. An evaluation of this shift, therefore, would further our understanding of 

“Mexicanization” and its implications on U.S. – Mexico relations.  

Ultimately, the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” misconstrued Mexican culture 

and politics to the American public—a public that believed in the cultural and racial 

superiority of the Untied States. Americans, prior to “Mexicanization,” understood 

Mexico and its people as weak, supposedly proved in the crushing defeat of the 
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Mexican-American War. The border violence of the 1870s provided Americans 

excused American racism as “greasers” and “indolent Mexicans” came in contact with 

Americans. Although the rhetoric of “Mexicanization” faded in the early twentieth 

century, its legacy in many ways remains.  
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